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s.,
Hurry and worry.
Aggravation and frustration.
The world does it to us, doesn't it?
Fast pace, big demands, high expectations,
congestion and competition.
No.
We do it to ourselves. We do it in our minds.
We let the world in and we put the pressure on ourselves.
How you feel and how you live does not depend
on what goes on around you.
It depends on what goes on inside you - particularly inside
your head.
The world is a hard place to change
and this book doesn't suggest that you change any of it.
This is a book about changing your mind,
about casting out some old, stress-producing attitudes or
cliches
and replacing them with some softer, more mellow maxims.
This is not a how-to book, it is a how-to-think book.
The old cliches that it throws out
are more than quaint old sayings.
They are symbols of old thinking or wrong thinking
that detract from the joy of life.
The new maxims proposed are symbols of new attitudes
that are designed to enhance joy.

Richard Eyre
Washington, D. C.
1994
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p R E F A c E

Some of the catchy little sayings, proverbs,
or little notions of traditional wisdom
that people (and society) have been repeating to us
over the years
don't work anymore.
In fact they aren't true anymore.
In fact they've become part of the problem,
rather than part of any solution.
And they're not just cute little cliches
or harmless, old-fashioned platitudes.
No!
They have worked their way into our subconscious
and influenced our attitudes.
They often prompt unrealistic expectations,
turn us into dissatisfied perfectionists,
or give us inaccurate perceptions
of the world around us.

They also produce stress.

Some of these old cliches or accepted bits of "wisdom"
never were any good -
never were accurate and never worked.
Others were fine once
but simply don't fit with today.
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This book seeks to expose a few of the old cliches
for what they are -
outdated philosophies or inaccurate insights
posing as wisdom.
Then it replaces the used-up notions
with some updated maxims -
little statements that reflect our world as it really is,
and our lifestyles as they really ought to be.

CUCHE: An old piece of hackneyed or stereotyped
"wisdom" which has become trite and meaningless.

Taken from the French "clicher" which refers to print-
ing from a metal plate which clamps down and repeat-
edly produces a stereotyped image.

MAXIM: A useful and practical catchphrase which states
a current truth in a way that gives insight and has a ben-
eficial influence on how we see things and how we do
things.

Taken from the Latin maxima propositio which means
"greatest statement" or a sound general truth .
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p R o L o G u E

It's not easy to challenge some of the best-known
and oft-quoted cliches in the world - sayings that fre-
quently seem to carry within them the wisdom of the
ages. It's difficult, and often unpopular, to disagree with
any "traditional wisdom" - with notions or ideas that
have become part of our collective way of thinking.
And it's downright dangerous to take on your mother-

in-law, your college professor, your own father, and the
time-management experts of the world - all at once -
in a single little book.
But with due respect to them all, that's what this

book does. Just as we can learn a lot about a particular
time by studying its arts or its fashion, we can learn
about ourselves by thinking about the cliches - the
traditional and accepted wisdom - that most of us
grew up with. And we can appreciate how fast our
world is changing by realizing how much alteration
some of these cliches need in order to serve us well in
today's world.

I don't actually have anything personal against the
old cliches. There's nothing inherently wrong with
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most of them. Many of them were once practical and
wi se - just as the people who coined them - just as
th e people who used them. (See ... I really don 't want
to argu e with my mother-in-law.)
You see, it 's not the se sayings or those people who

have changed. It's the times and the circumstances in
which we live.
Some of the old cliches in this book simply fit better

(and worked better) in an older time.
Please don 't think that I'm suggesting or advocating a

changing morality. Right and wrong do not change.
There are values that are both universal and eternal.
But circumstances and situations and options do change.
And the world has never known a time when they were
changing faster!
In days gone by, life was simpler, and so was wisdom.

Separating everything into "things worth doing well"
and " things not worth doing at all" worked better in a
time with fewer options, fewer demands. Laziness was
differently defined in a day when work was physical and
"doing something" was always better than "sitting
there." And the rule of "work before play" was perfect-
ly practical when cows needed milking or work
required daylight.
Today, in our stressful and complex lives, play some-

times needs prioritizing over work - and frequently
the most productive thing we can do is "sit there" -
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and there are a great many things that are worth doing,
but just barely!
What we need in our new and more flexible world

is a different set of paradigms - different ways oflook-
ing at life and at the art of living it - fresh maxims to
live by.

We work a lot today on our techniques - on the meth-
ods by which we do things and on the tools and tech-
nology we use. "Improvement" is often thought of as a
better invention, and "progress" as a better procedure. But
real growth, real improvement, and real progress only
happen when attitudes change, when we learn to change
how we look at our situations and how we think about
our lives.
It is our attitudes that control what we see from day

to day, what we put into our lives, and what we get out
of them. And our attitudes are formed, to a rather amaz-
ing extent, by the little proverbs and platitudes that we
accept as "truth." This is a book, then, about changing our
minds, changing how we think and changing what we
think of as "wisdom." .....
Each of the following chapters is titled and begun

with the old cliche and then concluded with the new
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maxim. In most cases I think you will find that the old
saying prompts feelings ofworry or guilt, while the new
one frees and energizes. I've been rather personal
(maybe dangerously so) in attributing the old cliches to
the people in my own life who "used them on me," and
I've tried to explain my own changing attitudes through
personal experiences that I hope parallel your own.
So . . . with advance acknowledgments and peace

offerings to morns, dads, teachers, coaches, employers,
advisers, bumper stickers , and all of yesterday's cliches,
let's look for some new sayings that help us make sense
of today and maybe (for a little while) of tomorrow.
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c H A p T E R

MAXIM
IF A THING IS WORTH DOING,

IT'S WORTH DOING WELL.

My father used to say it to me - often. And he lived
it! We built a log cabin one summer. Mostly my dad
built it - with what he graciously called "help" from my
eight-year-old brother and ten-year-old me.
"Pull the nail out if it bends - don 't just bash it over

and start a new nail. Pull it out and straighten it and
pound it in straight." It didn't matter if it was in a plac e
no one would ever see . "If a thing is worth doing, it's
worth doing well."
When my brother and I had our paper routes, th e

paper was supposed to be on the porch, not on the steps
or in the driveway, and there was a huge difference
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between a "good" report card with B's and a "great" one
with A's.
I remember once when I wanted another job besides

the paper route. Dad said, "Don't bite off more than
you can chew. Don't start something you can't finish;
don't do it at all if you can't do it well!"
So what's changed? Well-built houses, good grades,

and papers on the porch are all still good ideas.
What's changed is the pace at which we live - and

the sheer number of options and demands we face.

My wife, Linda, dropped off a neighbor child one day
and went in with him to say hello to his mother. His moth-
er is a busy young professional who is trying to balance her
career with her household and with the raising of her three
young children.
On this particular day she was working on a cake that

was sofancy that Linda assumed it was a wedding cake.
({Who 5getting married?" she asked.
"Oh, no one)" said our neighbor with a laugh. "The

church is just having a social and they asked me to bring
a cake."
({Whew," responded Linda. ({Why such an elaborate

one, with all you have to do? You must love to make
cakes!"
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({I hate it) actuallv" saidour[nend. "But I was always
taught that ifa thingis worth doing) its worth doing well!"
TIle silliness of the cliche in that particular situation

struck Linda and ourfriend at that moment and they had
agood laugh.

({ Mlhat I should have done," the neighbor concluded)
"is bought an unirosted cake at the supermatket.jrosted it
for the church social) and put it on an elaborate cake
stand. ))

In an increasingly complex world, some things are less
"black and white" in terms of being wo rth doing well
or not worth doing at all. There are things wo rth read-
ing, but not carefully or exhaustively. There are places
wo rth only a qui ck visit. There are some tasks and
obligations that we ou ght to tend to, but with minimum
effort and exertion.There are TV channels wo rth having
but not worth watching very often. There are peopl e we
can meet without feeling that we must become close
friends. There are more and more things worth doing
but not worth killing ourselves over. And trying to do
everything well is a sure recipe for stress.

So ... there are three categories that we need to learn
to recognize:
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FIRST , the relatively small number of things that are
truly worth doing well. A good way to recognize them is
to ask the question, Will this matter in five years?
SECOND: There are a huge number of things not

worth doing at all - and ridding ourselves of them can
bring a stress-reducing simplicity into our lives.
FINALLY, there is the important-to-recognize mid-

dle category - things that are just barely worth doing.
It is this third category that leads us to a new maxim:

IF A THING IS JUST BARELY
WORTH DOING,

THEN JUST BARELY DO IT.-
Being able to categorize the pressures, demands,

opportunities, and options oflife into these three groups
is perhaps the most basic key to balance and the most
basic escape from stress. Once these three categories are
defined, recognized, and mentally used, the guilt of not
doing everything perfectly disappears and is replaced by
a kind of pleasant pride in saving ourselves (by slacking
off on the "hardly worth doings") for the things that are
worth doing well.
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c HA P T E R 2

MAXIM
NEVER PUT OFF UNTIL TOMORROW

WHAT YOU CAN DO TODAY.

It was my maternal grandmother who taught me this
one - and taught it, and taught it. "Do it now." "Don't
procrastinate." "Get it done."
There were a lot of these shorter variations on the

theme, but her favorite was the full-blown and more
philosophical-sounding "Never put off until tomorrow
what you can do today."
"You can't even enjoy yourself when you go out to

play," she would say,"if you've got work that isn't fin-
ished." The funny thing was I could enjoy myself, until
she came out to drag me back to finish my job.
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No one could ever call Grandma a hypocrite. She
herself never put off anything. She had a big household
and garden, a lot to do, and she lived after the time of
live-in help and before the time ofmodern labor-saving
devices. She also had a "church job." She also worked in
the community.
I loved my grandmother. I still do, and I appreciate

the work ethic she taught me - an ethic that never
changes. What has changed is the typeof work most of
us do, and the need we have for spontaneity and flexi-
bility.

I worked in Honolulu between my sophomore andjunior
years if college. One weekend I made my way to the big
island of Hawaii, and was trying to hitchhike from Kona,
on the west coast, to Hilo, on the east. It was nearly a full
day's journey then, and I assumed I'd needseveral different
rides to make it.
The first car that stopped for me was a beat-up, chug-

ging old vehicle containing a wondeful native Hawaiian
couple who introduced themselves as Rusty and
Honey. ((f;JIhere you go?" they inquired in pigdin English.
"I'm headed for Hilo," I responded.
All day long they drove me through the interior if the

island, stopping frequently to show me a wateifall or a par-
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timlarly beautiful bit They took del((,!,ht in my inter-
est. They were like children sharing their toys. Their spon-
taneitv andjoy were contagious, and I found myself halling a
wondeiful time.
As the sun set behind I/ S, llle pulled into Hila and I

thanked themf or a great day, adding that I surety f elt lucky
that thefi rst car that stoppedf or me was going all the way to
Hila.

((Qh, tile weren't going to Hila," Rusty said.
((What - where were yougoing?"
((TO the grocery store," said Honey, matter-of-jactlv.
I guess the confused look on Iny face was a question, and

Rusty answered it with words that I'll neverf orget: ((vve call
go to grocery store tomorrow, but can't drive yOIl to H ila
tomorrow."

Most of us are not as carefree as Rusty and Honey.
We live in a world where spo ntaneity and spur-of- the -
moment opportunities seem in short supply. But if we
examine life closely, th ere are often things that really
can be put off without damage or detriment. (Putting
off writing a memo or not quite finishing a sales report
doesn't always have th e same kind of predictable nega-
tive natural consequences as not milking a cow or fail-
ing to gather th e eggs or cover the haystack before a
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storm.) Many things today can, and sometimes should,
be put off Even the IRS has an "automatic extension."
Procrastination can become a terrible habit; but, used

selectively, it can actually be a great technique for help-
ing us prioritize what really matters and for opening up
our tight little lives to the joy of the moment, to the
needs of others, to the serendipity and "happy surpris-
es" that can be a part of our lives if we look for and
welcome them.

Think about:
• A father, working hard at a project in his office, who

looks out the window and notices the first warm and
windy afternoon of spring - and decides to put off his
work until tomorrow so that he can go fly a kite with
his six-year-old today.
• A manager who is trying to finish her "to do" list

for the morning and is interrupted by a phone call from
an old acquaintance who is between flights at the air-
port. She decides to put off the rest of her list and to go
to the airport and renew the acquaintance.
• A dutiful, do-it-yourself husband who is using a rare

free evening to repaint the guest bedroom. As he rolls
the paint, he's thinking about his wife and how long it
has been since they've been out alone together. He hears
the garage open and realizes she 's home from her meet-
ing earlier than she'd predicted. He decides to set the
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paint roller down and takes his wife to a movie instead.
Notice, in each incident, the word "decides."When we

see an opportunity to do something right now that can 't
be done later and make a decision to put off what can be
put off in favor of what can 't (even if the thing we put
off is work and the thing we do instead is a bit frivolous
or silly) - when we do this , we are I/sing rather than
abusing the technique of selective procrastination .
Maybe we'll feel better about that technique if we

have a new maxim for it - that way we'll feel wise
when we do it rather than slothful.

ALWAYS PUT OFF A "PUT-OFFABLE"
IN FAVOR OF A "NOW OR NEVER."

Carve those words in the granite of your psyche, and
perhaps the next time you "purposefully procrastinate,"
you can mentally pat yourself on the back instead of
feeling your long-departed grandmother kick you in the
backside.
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c H A p T E R 3

MAXIM
WORK BEFORE PLAY.

You gue ssed it - my mother! This one is an all- time
favorite of mothers everywhe re, and natu rally so - it
couldn' t be any other way.
In my boyhood, in th e vacant middle of our city

block, my neighborhood friends and I created a baseball
diamond. The back screen consisted of two discarded
old sets of bed springs, bases of big flat rocks (tough to
slide into) and th e field itself of tall gr ass cut down by
my best friend 's new power rotary mower (the first on
the block). The base paths were made simply by so
many sneakers running them so often.
Anyway - I was always trying to get to th at ball field

and Mom was always saying, "Work before play." And
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there was always some work to be done. She could
think of a hundred ideas for work without a moment's
notice. Doing some more work somewhere was always
my "ticket" to go and play.
Looking back, of course, I know I learned that the

lesson ofwork is the lesson oflife, and my mother, part-
ly with her three-word cliche, taught it to me. I didn't
need to learn to play - I had great natural aptitude for
that. I needed to learn to work.
The interesting irony of today is that many of us are

extremely good at work, and disciplined and dedicated
to it - and very bad at play.We have little aptitude for
play, little ability at it, and we need to relearn the joy, the
refreshment, the relaxation and the restoration of play.

VT1e spend somefamily time each summer at a pristine
mountain lake. The kids love the beach and the water, and
we love the peace and the quiet time to write and to read.
Most if the beach houses and cabins near ours are fre-

quented by their owners only on weekends. People drive in on
Friday night and leave on Sunday. What's interesting to
observe is how hard it isfor most if them to start relaxing.
VT1e see them up early on Saturday-painting, clipping, mow-
ing, orpolishing boats that too eiften never even get put in the
water. Many enjoy this work - since it's a changefrom their
usual weekday - but there also seems to be a certain
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habit in their labor, apattern and a certain comfortablefamil-
iarity in working and an awkward unfamiliarity in any kind
of play. Once in a while you see someone working at play,
trying to remember how to do it and how to enjoy it.
Another thing that happens at this summer place is my

own interaction between work and play. With my mother's
motto still in my ears I often get up and, since writing is my
work, resolve tofinish a certain number of pages bifore I go
to the beach or to the tennis court. Or Linda reminds me that
there is afence to bemended ora deck to be paintedand that
I ought toget it done.
But an interesting element enters thepicture. There are cer-

tain brie]periods, often early in the day, when the lake is as
still andpeifect as a piece ofglass - times when water ski-
ingcan takeon an almost mystical quality-ofsmoot/mess and
beauty. And there are other moments when an c1fshore breeze
sweeps gently across the lake, making it pefea for windsurf-
ing. The kids say, "Dad, we need togo now!" And if I say,
IIvvork before play," they say, "J;J;e'1l miss the moment. "
Here's the startling revelation: I work best after I play. My

mind is clearer, my thoughts quicker, my writing more like I
want it to be.

What is playing anyway? A form of learning? An
avenue of pleasure and joy? An exercise of body or
senses? Is there something inherently inferior or less
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noble in play when it is compared to work?
In today's world the nature of work and play have

changed. Much of our work is mental work, and it is
enhanced and improved by intermittent periods of rejuve-
nating play. It used to be that most work was physical
and tiring - so play was often passive and physically
lazy. Now our work often leaves us mentally tired and
physically unused, unstretched, unimproved.
And the aggressive, competitive, comparative nature

of our work lives puts us in a work habit that clutches us
and compels us to be doing some kind of "productive
work" even when we're "relaxing."We relegate play to
too late in the day, when we're too tired, when the glass
is gone off the lake and the chance for real and sponta-
neous fun is gone.
When we lose our ability to play, we also lose our

playfulness and a certain amount of our humor, our flex-
ibility, and our spontaneity is sucked away with it.
Perhaps, in this work-oriented, work-obsessed world,

we need a new maxim:
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STALE WORK IS RENEWED
BY FRESH PLAY.

We took a business associate to our lake for a long
weekend one summer. He spent the first day worrying
about the calls he couldn't make since we had no
phone. The second day he gave in a little and started
relaxing and enjoying himself. At the end of the third
day he said, "You know, I think I've forgotten how to
play."Then a pause and smile. "But I'm starting to think
I have a natural aptitude for it and can relearn it if I just
apply myself."
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c H A p T E R 4

MAXIM
DON'T JUST SIT THERE,

DO SOMETHING!

This is an especially tou chy chapter because it was
my mother-in-law who always said thi s one.
"Don' t just sit there, do some thing ." N ow, don 't mis-

understand. She liked me . . . she still likes me, I hop e. She
will still like me after she reads this book , I think. She
didn't single me out for the advice. She said it to every-
one."Be up and doing!" "Get offyour duill " "B e active!"
"Don' t let any moss grow under your feet!" Even "An
idle mind is the devil's wo rkshop." And she said it by
example as well as with words. If there was ever anyone
more active than my grandmother, it is my mother-i ll-
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law. Sitting down is just not part of her modus operandi.
She is eighty-five as I write this and can still beat me at
bowling! (Or weeding a garden or practically anything
else we ever happen to do together.)
Well, it is better to be "up and doing" than to be

down and drooping. No question. Always has been,
always will be.

But something has changed! We have evolved into a
society where there is so much going on that we are
always acting and doing, sometimes at the expense of
thinking and feeling.
In a less urban, less mechanized, less complex and

competitive time, there were natural seasons and peri-
ods of reflection and repose. There were natural
"breaks" after the planting or after the harvest, and
when it got dark at night, work was done.
Not so today! We may have business cycles, but none

of them involve rest. We have weekends, but they're
usually the time to do the work we couldn't get to dur-
ing the week. And we have evenings, but the night
belongs to homework with the kids, or to working
overtime, or to trying to "playas hard as we work."
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One evening, after a particularly long and hectic day, I
was eating a late meal by myself in the kitchen and over-
hearing Linda's discussion in the living room with ourf our-
teen-year-old son,Josh.
He was saying that he'd had a tOllgh day, too, starting with

hisfive A .M . paper route and two tests in school. Linda was
reminding him that his piano lesson was tomorrow and he
hadn 't practiced - and that the dishwasher job) was still
unemptied. He was telling his mother that he had some math
homework to do and he had to finish a scout merit-badge
requirement before next week's Court of HanOI; but that the
most important basketballgame of the year was going into the
second halfon T V He also mentioned that he'd promised his
[nend, Chad, that he'd go over and see his new computer
game.
Linda, being my mother-in-law's daughter, C!ffered her

usual advice, but in her[rustration with her own and herson's
busyness, it came alit backward:

((VVell, don'tjust do something - sit there!"
I went in and joined them for a good laugh, but as 0111'

amusement subsided, we realiz ed that under the circum-
stances, the reversed cliche was better advice than the original.
Josh had more to do than he possibly could do that night

(just as most of us have more to do than we can most of the
time), and rather thanjust doing som ething, what he need-
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ed to do was to sit there for afew minutes and decide what
mattered most or figure out some way to get some things
done now and some later.

We sometimes let ourselves get infected with the
notion that any action is preferable to any inaction, that
doing is superior to thinking, that doing something -
anything - is better than occasionally doing nothing at
all so we can sit and think instead.
In a world where there is an endless number of

things to do, we can become fanatic, frantic whirlwinds
of activity, working ourselves to an exhausted frazzle
each day and yet looking back over the weeks and
months and not being able to see much progress. Like
someone sawing furiously with a dull saw, we keep
doing something and tire and stress ourselves, never tak-
ing time to just sit there and sharpen our saw.
We need the new maxim that Linda coined by the

slip of her tongue:
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DON'T JUST DO SOMETHING,
SIT THERE!

Sit there long eno ugh each morning to decide wha t
is really important during th e day ahead . Sit th ere long
enough once or twice during the day to collect your
thoughts, to meditate for a moment, to calm your mind
and regain perspective. Sit th ere on a child's bed once in
a while at bedtime and just listen to him. Sit th ere and
watch a sunset rath er th an just do ing something .
Thoughtful "sitting there" is rapidly becoming a lost

art, stomped out by try ing to do something every
minute.
R eversing thi s old clich e in our minds can give us a

new maxim that slows us down, tunes us in , and makes
us more selective and more purposeful in th e things we
choose to do.
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c H A p T E R 5

MAXIM
GET SERIOUS!

This one still rings in my ears! In the deep, loud voice
of my high school basketball coach. To him basketball
was life - and life was very serious. "C ome on!"
"Think! " "Don't make that same mistake again! " "Set
that pick like you mean it!" "You're not here to fool
around!" "Get serious!"
The irony of talking like this about something that

was supposed to be fun never occurred to him. Once in
exasperation he even said, "What do you guys think this
is, a game?"
Well it was a game, of course - and a game that is

better played when people are loose rather than tense,
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relaxed and enjoying themselves rather than pressured
and overtrying.
Life, while it is much more than a game, works in

much the same way.

Most of us take ourselves far too seriously. We turn
life into a fierce competition by comparing ourselves
not only with real people but with the unreal images
and expectations of the media. Leisure gets as serious
and competitive as anything else.We have to win, or at
least improve, otherwise what would be the point? We
plan serious vacations (right down to the minute) so
that we can maximize our time off.We tell our children
to "get serious" at the very time they are enjoying
themselves most. And we trick ourselves into thinking
that seriousness is synonymous with success.

((f,Vhat do you guys dofor fun?"
It was a strange way to start a sophisticated business sem-

inar.And it looked strange too - the casual, bearded speak-
er, dressed in cords and aflannel shirt, talking to an audience
clad in serious dark suits with patterned power ties.
But that was how he began. He and I were the twofea-

tured speakers at a corporate (personal renewal" conference.
I was seated on the stand, behind the speaker, watching the
audience.
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((You guys look prettyserious to me,"my counterpart said.
((VVhat do you do to relax?"
The audience looked a little confused, some a bit irritated.

They were here for serious renewal! What was this? Finally
someone raised his hand. ((I play tennis."

"Elaborate," said the speaker.
((J#ll, I'm up to afour-point-five ranking and Igot to the

club semifinals this spring. . . ." It was quickly obvious that
this guy's tennis was serious - even stressful.
For ten more minutes the speaker tried toget someone to

come up with something simple and spontaneous and fun.
Finally he started telling his own ways of loosening up and
enjoying the day-to-day. He told some of the crazy little
things he did to lighten his business travel: paying the toll at
toll booths for the car behind him and watching the surprised
reaction in his rearview mirror. Putting little "dot" stickers up
in thecurve ofan airplane windoworapublic rest-room mir-
ror so that ifhe was ever there again, he could remember he'd
been there bejote. Starting conversations with total strangers.
Paying restaurant bills anonymously for people who looked
like they couldn't afford it.
By now the faces in the audience showed a mixture of

skepticism and real envy - as, they realized that his mes-
sage was simply that what we need to renew ourselves is not
to do more but to relax more.
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I love to coach six- and seven-year- olds. Our city has
a program called Biddy Basketball with a lower basket
and smaller basketballs - and without scoreboards. I
learned in my first year of coaching that th e kids don 't
respond very well or improve very much from criti-
cism. Telling them not to double-dribble or pointing
out th eir errors just causes very serious and worried
looks on their littl e faces - and their technique actu-
ally gets worse.
What does work is to prai se them and to have fun .

Every time any of them do anything even remotely
promising, I tell them how well they did .The others lis-
ten, watch, emulate. And before each practice or game
we have a standard question and answer. "Why are we
playing basketball?" "To have fun! "

Life of course has its serious side. But why "serious-
ize" the parts that don't have to be? Part of our serious-
ness is habit.Just as "lightening up " can become a coun-
terhabit.
A sense of humor is well named. A sense is something

that can be developed. As you try consciously to be
more aware , to notice the amusing, ironic, or humorous
aspects of everyday life, you sensitize yourself to the
lighter side and learn to laugh more - particularly at
yourself.
And lightness is an intriguing and multimeaningful
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word. As we choose a lighter approach and attitude, we
shed the somber heaviness and pessimism of seriousness
and brighten with wider awareness and clearer insight.
"Lightness" is the opposite of darkness as well as of
heaviness.
G. K. Chesterton said it best, and though his quota-

tion is now old, it can become a new maxim for today:

THE REASON ANGELS CAN FLY
IS THAT THEY HAVE LEARNED TO TAKE

THEMSELVES LIGHTLY.

In our families we need to remember that "crisis plus
time usually equals humor. JJ Like the time that seven of
our children spilled their milk at the same dinner, or the
late-night return from a camping trip when we didn't
have a house key and had to camp one more night -
in the backyard.
In our work life we need to remember that most of

the hassles and small failures aren't remembered - by
others or by ourselves.
Properly viewed, people are essentially interesting

and amusing. And life is essentially beautiful and enter-
taining.And we ourselves are often pretty funny.
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c H A p T E R 6

MAXIM
ACT, DON'T RE-ACT.

This one was a favorite of a professor of mine, at the
Harvard Business School no less. He was a John
Houseman type of character with a slow, gravelly voice
and heavy-lidded eyes that looked right through you. I
almost expected him to say,"Make money the old-fash-
ioned way ... earrrrrrn it!" But what he did say was:
"Act, don't re-act!"
"Never be surprised. If you are surprised, it means

you didn't preparrrrrre well enough, you didn't do
enough contingency plannnnnning."
"Be in controoooool ... be in charrrrrrge ... act ,

don't re-act."
He was one of my favorite professors, so it took me
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years to realize that his motto was ridiculous, that it
actually caused stress and frustration and put a damper
on all kinds ofjoy and spontaneity.

"Act, don't re-act" may have some limited, narrow
application in certain business situations where you
want to stay on your own agenda and stick with your
own strategy. But in life, where the constant is surprise
the motto becomes a joke. Things happen every day to
which we need to respond. Surprise is another name for
opportunity. The faster our world moves, the more
important our ability to respond and react becomes.
In families some of us have noticed that children

have a fascinating knack of always needing us at the
most inconvenient time. And just try saying, "This is not
a good time, let me pencil you in for three-thirty
tomorrow so that I can think of a strategy and can act
rather than re-act." It simply won't work. Children need
us when they need us, and the best time to answer them
is when they ask!
Friends call at unexpected times. Sunsets surprise us.

Ideas come along at random times. Circumstances
change. Unpredictables - from the weather to the
market to our own metabolism - surprise us and dwell
inside us.What a world in which to say,"Act, don't re-
act." What pretension even to imagine that we control
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enough to make our days always unfold according to
our plans or lists.

once gavea seminar to agroup of business people and
challenged them to make their"action lists " on the left-hand
side of their planning page and then draw a line down the
center and leave the right side blank to symbolize the pos-
sibility of unexpected opportunity, needs, or spontaneous
ideas that might come into their lives, unplanned and unex-
pected.
Then we redefined thepeifect day - not as one in which

everything got checked off the list but as one in which at least
two or three things came along that were better or more
important or more timely than what they had planned.
Serendipitous things, things they would re-act to rather than
act on, things they would do instead of what they had
planned, things they would write down after thefact on the
right side of their pages.

challenged them to be observant enough to notice the
unplanned, unexpected things - and to beflexible enough
to appreciate them, even to relish the surprises rather than
resent them.
After one week we met again for debriefing. analyzed

what was written on the right-hand side. Ideas, new acquain-
tances, beauty observed, spontaneous time with children,
unexpected problems that were dealt with.
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Vfi' analyzed the planned things that didn 't get done all
the lift side becau se of the "interruptions" on the right.
Some were rescheduled, some were ((caught up on" later in the
day. And some were simply forgotten because they weren't
that important or because the surprises or "serendipities" on
the right superseded them ormade them ll1wecessary.
The most interesting lesson came when we asked the par-

ticipants where the greatest value was - lift or right. Vfi'
asked them if they had to throw away everything they had
made happen on the lift (the planned, listed activities) or to
throwout everything that had happened to them on the right,
which would they hang on to?
After some thinking and comparing, eve ryone said that

if they had to choose, they would keep the right - the ideas,
beauty, relationships) opportunities) needs - things they re-
acted to rather than the "thing" things that they acted upon.

But life isn't a ch oice between acting and reacting.
We all do a lot of both. In a well- lived life each side
complemen ts th e other. It is th e goa ls and plans we have
th at give us a direction and a track to run on .The chal-
lenge is to see more than th e track , it is to see both sides
and down th e lin e.We need to cast off th e blinders and
notice th e un exp ected . We need to relish rath er than
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resist surprise and to add flexibili ty to disciplin e and
spo ntane ity to structure. Let th e right en hance th e left .
Ge t th e creative, poetic right side of th e brain to wo rk
as well as th e logical, strategic left . R emod el th e old
clich e about acting and not reacting so that it reads:

ACT AND RESPOND.

In basketball (and most othe r spo rts) a good defense
causes offensive oppo rtunities, and a strong otTense
makes the defense more effective, more natu ral. In life,
clear goa ls and th e offense of "a cting" can enhance,
co ntrast, and compleme nt our defen se of respo nding
and reacting well to events and circumstances we did
not plan.

The concept of serendipity is a bridge that can span
and connect our actio ns and reacti on s. Serendipity,
defined by Horace Walpole, who coined th e word, is a
state of mind and of awareness by which one consis-
tently discovers something good while seeking some -
thing else. A serendipito us att itude, in othe r wo rds, is
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one in w hich a person acts on his goals, plans, and direc-
tions, but with an awareness and flexible attitude that
allows him to notice, respond, and react to unexpected
needs and opportunities along the way.
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c H A p T E R 7

MAXIM
HURRY UP

I was trying to th ink who it was th at always used to
say thi s one to me - and I realized th at it was everyone.
Teac he rs tell us to hurry up . Parents tell us to hurry up.
Employer s tell us to hurry up .And perhaps most of all,
we tell ou rselves to hurry up .
Hurry is an interesting word. T here is a certain stress-

fulness even in th e sound of it . M ayb e it sounds a little
like " ha rried" or " hassled ." It implies a ce rtain lack of
co n trol o r composure, a bit of desperati on, and at least
a little fatigue.
So why are we always telling eac h othe r, and telling

ourselves, to " hu r ry up " ? "We ll," we tell ourselves,
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"there's a lot to do , and 'if you stop you rust,' or 'grass
grows under your feet.' "
Ponder the interesting fact that people seldom hurry

when they really know what they're doing. Someone
who is confident, who has thought everything through
and knows quite clearly what he or she wants to do and
how to do it - such a person usually seems efficient,
sure, unhurried. And, amazingly, these people seem to
ge t more done than people in a hurry.

I came home late one evening - too late. There had been
an incredible amount to do at the office) and I had been try-
ing to hurry through it all andget home in time to have din-
nerwith Linda and the children.The more I rushed) thefaster
time seemed to pass and the more it seemed I had to do.
When I finally got home) dinner was long over and the

children were asleep in bed. I slipped into their room and sat
down in the rocking chair, watching theirsweet[aces in peace-
ful sleep) chastising myselffor prioritizing things at the office
abovegetting home in time to play with them.
A s I sat there in silence) I was startled by an intermittent

clicking sound behind me. My eyes followed the sound)
adjusted to the dim.light) and I watched the littlefu z zy ger-
bil in his cage) running full speed but staying in the same
place in the whirring cylinder if his treadmill. That's me) I
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thought, running full tilt, hurrying all day, and, finding
myself in the same place as when I started.
The analogy kept going in my mind. TIle faster we run,

the faster the world around us seems to move. Time itself
seems to speed up as we hurry, so that, like thegerbil in the
treadmill, we get no farther by going fast than by walking
slow.

vve think of time as an absolute - as something always
passing at exactly the same rate. vve measure it in calibrated
seconds, minutes, and hours on ourclocks and in uniformdays
and weeks on our calendars. But it's not that simple or that
linear. Sometimes our hurry makes it passfaster, and once in
a while our calmness makes it slow down and it seems that
we have timefor everything.
There, that evening in the darkened room ofmy sleeping

children, I resolved to reject the adage ofhurrying up and to
seek instead the illusive but quite uondeful phenomenon of
"the speedofgoing sloui"

A Christian minister friend ofmine once told me that
God is never referred to in Scripture as being in a hurry
or in haste. Christ always had time, even for insignificant
individuals. Satan, on the other hand, is often depicted as
hurrying - "rushing to and fro in the earth."
There are of course times to hurry, situations that
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require haste. The problem today is that hurry has
become the rule rather than the exception, the norm
rather than the occasional need.A steady diet of hurry
produces stress and, as in the gerbil syndrome, seems to
make time speed up so that we find ourselves under-
standing the words of the old farmer who had moved
to the faster pace of the city, "T he hurrier I go, the
be hinder I get." -
One who has perfected a calmer, slower, more peace-

ful pace can enjoy an occasional rush or hurry - it is for
him a refreshing change of pace , an exciting challenge.
I thought about this the other day as I rowed my slender
racing skull on the glass-smooth water of Bear Lake in
Idaho. The sun was setting, the lake's surface looked like
gold, and I sliced through its stillness with easy,slow pulls
on the oars.With rowing, especially over a long distance,
you go smoother and faster when the strokes are long
and even. Trying to hurry throws the symmetry - one
oar breaks before the other or slices too deep, and you
are thrown off your straight course. Too much haste
makes your course jerky and erratic, and there is frustra-
tion in your stroke rather than the smooth pleasure of
rhythm. But with the pace controlled and smooth, you
are ready to double-time your stroke and maximize your
speed for short bursts when another boat challenges you
or when you close in on a finish line.
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Life is similar.A purposeful but peaceful pace rests us,
makes us more aware and sensitive, and makes our
hurry moments, whe n th ey do come, exc iting rather
than fatiguing.

An article that I happened to read in a dentist's wai t-
ing room attempted to diagnose all th e probl ems of
modern,Western man in two wo rds: "Too mu ch ." We
try to possess too much , we have too many options that
are too complex, and most ofall we try to do too much.
In the process there is to o littl e time to think, too littl e
en ergy left to enjoy.
There are other old cliches that seek to counter the

antiwisdom of the phrase hurry up. I like and believe th e
one that says, "H aste makes waste" as well as the one
that says, "Take time to smell the roses."
But I think we need a new maxim, one that refer s to

the power we have to actually slow time down, to find
more time by prioritizing better, by not doing so many
unimportant or marginally important things . The
maxim is essentially the discovery I made that night
while watching my children's faces and their gerbil's
treadmill:
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-SEEK THE SPEED OF GOING SLOW.

When our motto is "hurry up," there is always too
much of things, of jobs, of obligations - and too little
time. When we slow down, think more, and prioritize
better, we begin to find the deceptive speed of going
slow and focus on fewer things and find we have more
time.
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c HAP T E R

MAXIM
PLANYOUR WORK

AND WORK YOUR PLAN.

8

My first boss always said, "Plan your work and work
your plan." He was a disciple of detailed planning. He
had other cliches too - all related. "He who fails to
plan , plans to fail." "A goal without a plan is only a wish ."
Many of the cliches in this book need to be explod-

ed , dismantled, and discarded; but this one only needs a
little alteration and a few caveats.
Certainly work needs planning, and certainly plan-

ning needs follow-through. But when planning
becomes too detailed or too set, it may work against the
very flexibility and serendipity that we need in a fast-
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changing, unpredictable world. And it may remove the
spo ntaneity and responsiveness that sometimes lead us
to our finest thoughts and most productive actions.

Ailyfirst personal clue to some kind of "countertruth )) that
balanced or modified the idea of exhaustive preparation or
planning came to me quite by chance several years ago. I was
an aggressive young professional who had quite logically
decided that I had so much to do that carejul prioritizing
and detailed planning were my only hopes. I had developed
a ritual ofgetting up early each Sunday morning, setting
some weekly goals, and then planning all the "steps" I
would take during the week to reach those goals.. I'd been
doing this planning religiously every Sunday morning for
several months.
Then one Sunday.just as I hadfinished writing down my

goals for the week - and before I'd started planning how
I'd reach thegoals or scheduling my time - an unexpected
phone call came in) and I ended up spending most of the
morning on the phone dealing with a problem. Then things
just got busy, and I nevergot back to the planning.
As the week unfolded, I was very aware of the goals I'd

set, but didn't have my usual detailed plans.li't interesting-
ly and) I thought) surpr isingly) I found at the end of the
week that I had reached the goals I had set. I'd ju st done
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things as they occurred to me or as the opportunity arose or
the thought struck rather thanfollowing a schedule or a list.

Simply stated, goals are more important than plans. If
a goal is clear and we are committe d to it, we' ll prob a-
bly find a way to reach it . And some times that "way"
will be more sensitive, better tuned , and more direct if
we're open and flexible and watching for opportunities
than if we 're rigid and locked into some specific plan
and schedule that we thought was th e best way or th e
best time to get it done.
Whoa, careful , wai t, don 't misinterp ret! This is not a

case or a plea for no planning or no preparation. R ath er,
it is an observati on that overpreparation or too-detailed
plans can make us less responsive and sometimes less cre-
ative and opportunistic. Goals without plans or with
fairly general plans have an int eresting kind ofpower. We
seem to move toward them almos t subconsciously, as
thou gh they were magnets that pull on us and on our
circumstances.
The best speeches are often the unwritten ones whe re

one responds to the feel of an audienc e. The best ideas
often come as flashes of insight rather than the culmina-
tion of a long analysis. The best moves are some times
made on the spur of the moment. (M ichael Jordan said
he decided what to do wi th the basketb all af ter he had
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left the ground and was soaring through the air.)
Good, conunitted goals have a power of their own,

and they can sometimes be smothered or weighted
down by too many highly specific and carefully laid
plans that may "stiffen us up" and block out sponta-
neous opportunities.
Hence the new maxim:

BE FIRM ON THE GOAL,
BUT FLEXIBLE ON THE PLAN.

A wise, elderly friend of mine - a very creative and
unique individual - once used a mathematical
metaphor to express this thought. He said that we learn
to do basic sums and timetables as children, but that as
we get older and more confident, we want more cre-
ative mathematics - new approaches, new discoveries.
Planning a rigid "one-way" approach to a goal we have
is like using laborious, predictable hand calculations in
math. Having a goal and constantly looking for a new
and better way to reach it (or even for a new and high-
er goal) is a more-advanced and [un level of thinking.
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c H A p T E R 9

MAXIM
A CHANGE IS AS GOOD AS A REST.

Well . .. th ere is some truth in this one and in other
relate d cliches. Variety is the spice of life. People and
perspectives are renewed by change . Routine can be so
tiresome th at anything that breaks it can be helpful.
But as good as a rest? Interchangeable wi th rest? Don' t

you believe it.
R est should be more than a necessity. It can be a

pleasure, a reward, even a kind of an art in that some
people get very good at it while most of us don't do it
very well at all.
One reason people used to be better at restin g, at

sleeping, at releasing th e concerns and activities of the
day is that there used to be times whe n th ere wasn' t
any thing else to do. Evenings and Sundays and othe r
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traditional times of rest were relatively free of activity
and, if we go back a generation or two, even free of
medi a. N ow we're always linked in , able to wo rk, able
to sho p, able to "spectate," recreate, commiserate, spec -
ulate. N othing stops, nothing closes, there is no down
tim e. Sundays are th e most co nsum ing days of recre-
atio n; evenings are whe n we socialize or catch up on
what needs to be done at home since we haven 't been
th ere all day. And vacations are often so intense that we
need a rest whe n we get home.

-
Several years ago I was doing some writing on tradition-

al values and age-honored standards, such as the Ten
Commandments. I became intrigued that eight if the ten are
"shalt nots" - things we're told not to do. The two that are
stated positively were especially interesting to me: "Honor
thy parents" (because we were writing parenting books) and
"Remember the Sabbath day" (because I was concerned and
thinking a lot about my own personal needfor rest).
TI1e ancient idea if "sabbatical" - the notion if taking

not only every seventh day but every seventh year as a time
if rest, refiection, and planning, seemed on the one hand so
outdated and impractical yet on the other hand so appealing
and needed.
I was also strugglingat the time tofind aplanning ortime-
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management system that would work for me. I had a very
lmge}very detailed Day-Timer book where I was trying to list
andprioritize every daily task} appointment} and objective. It
was taking a lotofmy time toplan my time} and I was get-
ting thefeeling that my big planner and all my lists were
managing me rather than the other way around.
As I studied about the ancient use of the Sabbath day} I

was struck by the advantages of conceptual and role">
oriented weekly planning over cluttered} list-oriented daily
planning.
I threw away the huge planner and started spending an

hourorso each SundayJust thinking about the most impor-
tant things I could do during the week ahead in my three
key roles of (a) husband.jather.friend; (b) management con-
sultant; and (c) thirty-five-year-old trying to take care of my
own body and mind. I discovered that when I saved my
Sundaysfor going to church and resting at home} I slipped
into a calmer, slower rhythm that allowed me to see my life
and its priorities more clearly. I found that when I shifted
from ((What do I have to do today? " to ((What do I
choose to do during theweek ahead for family} for work)
and for self?" I felt less stress and frustration and more
strength and control. I also found that during the week
opportunities orchannels seemed to appear to do the things
I had decided on Sunday were important.
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Human beings are renewable, rechargeable devices.
When we run down and don't rest, we being to lose our
light, our sight, our might. Each person needs to find his
own formula for rest, but it should not be thought of as
an interruption or a grudged necessity, and certainly
not as a waste of time. Rather, rest should be enjoyed,
looked forward to, and planned for . For some, exercise
is the best way to relax , and it brings on real rest. For
others, rest is as simple as catching up on sleep. Sleep
itself is different for different people. Some need a cer-
tain amount each night. Some do fine on less if they can
take a nap or a rest in the afternoon or early evening.
Some can catch up on weekends.The important thing
is to value rest, to plan it, to relish it.
So ... let's change a few words in the old cliche and

turn it into a much-needed maxim.

NOTHING IS AS GOOD
(OR AS NECESSARY) AS REAL REST.
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Rested minds and bodies are able to truly re-create-
to think about who they are and who they are becom-
ing, to look backward as well as forward and think a lit-
tle about where they 've been as well as where they 're
gomg.
A rested body renews itself and is more likely to stay

free from illness, and a rested mind not only resists stress
and depression, it is more receptive to intuition, to lit-
tle "nudges" or impressions or possibilities and to a
clearer sense of priorities.
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c H A p T E R o

MAXIM
You MADE YOUR BED,

NOW LIE IN IT.

T his one was said to me, with considerable convic-
tion, by a well-meaning business associate. I was prepar-
ing to leave th e consulting firm I had helped bu ild
because I wanted to change my focus and spend more
time writing.
"Let me give you a littl e advice that you haven 't

asked for but that you sure do need ," said my older co l-
league. "You don 't just walk away from a profession
you've spe nt years learning. You don't try to change
co urse in mid-stream .You 'll be starting from ground
zero. You 're too old a dog to learn new tri cks. You're
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doing fine .You 've invested a lot to be where you are.
You've made your bed, now lie in it."
" It's a rut I'm in , not a bed," I tried to explain, " and

I'm not even sure I made it. It was pretty much made
by circumstance and things that just happened."-This old clich e is great as long as its intent is to
remind us th at we need to keep commitments and to
acce pt th e consequences ofour actions and choices. But
whe n it starts to mean "Stay what you are ... don't
change . . . don't risk ... be satisfied ... you can only be
what you are now," it becomes limiting and counter-
productive.
My colleague, advising against a career move, was

advocating the low-risk status quo over the high-risk of
change. "You've made your bed, now lie in it" was his
way of saying "Don't leave your comfort zone."
What he didn 't realize was that I needed to leave that

comfort zone. A more useful cliche for me at that point
in my life was "What doesn 't move begins to rust."
Comfort imprisons more people than prison bars do,

and I knew that it was time to move on. I understood
that a well-conceived change has the power to expand
both the quality and quantity of our lives! Quality
because life becomes more interesting (the more we 're
challenged, the more awake we become). Quantity
because changes seem to slow time down (compare
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how fast the weeks turn into year s when you' re in a
routine with how wonderfully long and full a we ek
seems when you're in a new place and expe rienc ing
new things).

Tennis has been important to me over the years because
its the one thing I do consistently to stay in shape.Tennis
also seems to serve as a metaphorfor life. Lik e life, it is such
a mentalgame, and attitudes have so much to do with how
well we do.
For years I had been dissatisfied with my backhand. I

knew it was my weakness (as did everyone that I played) . It
had little of the top spin or the control or the confidence of
myforehand . I had tried several "adjustments" and hadprac-
ticed endlessly hitting against a wall or a ball machine.
One spring I decided that what I needed was not another

adjustment or more practice but a whole new stroke.
I read articles, consulted a coach, and designed the heavier

top-spin stroke I wanted. It required a completely dffferent
grip, a dffferent back swing, even df1Jerentfootwork than what
I had been lIsing for twenty years. It felt foreign , difficult,
awkward, and downright insecure. But the alternative was
to stay the same, to stay in my comfort z one, to fail to
improve.
I finally got it to where I could hit the way I wanted to in
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practice or with the ball machine, but in a match it was so
much easier to revert to the old stroke.
Maybe you really can't teach an old dog new tricks, I

would think. Maybe change really is too unpleasant, too
too hard. Maybe you do just have to lie in your bed

once you've made it.
Still, hard as it was, I noticed that I was enjoying tennis

more. It was different! I was losing some points that I used
to win, but I was winning some that I used to lose - and
I was progressing, I was getting better.

Teddy Roosevelt spoke with pity about the "cold
and timid souls who have never known either victory
or defeat" and with admiration of those "who were
actually in the arena" ... who try, who strive, who
change.
"Multiple careers" is a notion that excites and

intrigues people, but not all of them can make it happen.
"Try something new" is a motto few dare to live by.
Comfort is the enemy.
Restlessness can be our ally.
The new maxim is:.
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GET OUT OF YOUR BED
BEFORE IT GETS TOO COMFORTABLE.

Life is too lon g and too pot entially wondro us to
spend in on e place, in one profession, in one interest.
C ommitments sho uld be kept, most particul arly th ose
to family and to God. But we sho uld have no commit-
ment to rut or to routine.
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c H A p T E R

MAXIM
KEEP YOUR NOSE TO THE GRINDSTONE.

Get it done! Don't stop! Get it over with! No inter-
ruptions! Get on to the next thing. Don't be distracted!
Keep your eye on the ball! Keep your nose to the
grindstone!
Ugh! What are you ever going to experience with

your nose pressed up against that old stone? We drive
ourselves, we push ourselves to work hard, and in the
process we drive ourselves crazy and we drive past the
joys and beauties too fast to really see them.
If we keep grinding away, where will it get us?Will

we "get there"? To some mythical destination? To some-
place that is better than where we are now? To the other
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side of the fence where the grass is greener?
To those who believe in a hereafter - in an eterni-

ty (and surveys show that 95 percent of us do) - where
is there? Surely there is not some terminal, final destina-
tion, someplace where progress stops, where we stag-
nate and cannot ever go beyond.
If th ere is no full stop, no final end, if there's no quit-

ting point or ultimate destination, then perhaps all life
(th is one and beyond) should be thought of not as a
preface or run-up to something else, not as just the
means to some other end, but as a long, even, unending
journey where the point is not to finish or to arrive but
to keep growing and progressing, and the goal is not to
finally get there but to find joy all aLong the way.

I couldn't help noticing how opposite the two weekends
were and how opposite their effects were on me. One week-
end, keeping my nose to thegrindstone, I went to a distant
city, got some business done, and came home. The next
weekend I accepted a friend's invitation to try hot-air bal-
looning. The first weekend I rode on jets because that was
thefastest, most direct way toget exactly where I wanted to
go. The second weekend we had no idea where we were
going, because the wind and the aircurrents didn't tell us in
advance.
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Thefirst weekend what I noticed was that the plane was
late, my luggage was slow, and the meetings took longer than
they should have. TIle second weekend I noticed the infinite
loveliness ifmoving clouds, thepatchwork quilt if the earth's
fields andforests; thejoy and company ifmy twofellow trav-
elers, and a thousand other things.
The overriding purpose ifthefirst weekend trip was toget

somewhere andget the job done. The reason for the second
weekend's trip was to enjoy thejourney.

Jets versus hot-air balloons; fast, noisy snowmobiles
versus slow, quiet cross-country skis; motorboats versus
sailboats; Zig Zigler versus. Thoreau.
Travel metaphors abound: the time snow closed the

airport and we had to take the train over the Rockies
from Salt Lake City to Denver - thirteen hours of
exquisite, slow beauty instead of sixty-five minutes of
fast boredom.
But real experience tells it better: Taking time to

make a friend, taking time to notice, to enjoy, to smell
roses and watch sunsets, taking time instead of using time
to get there.
The new maxim for this chapter is completely obvi-

ous and not very new, but it's worth repeating:
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ENJOY THE JOURNEY.

There is a phenomenon that's hard to explain
through logic or by cause -and-effect. When we think
more about the joy of the journey and less about the
pressure of the destination, we get pretty much where
we wanted to go anyway, and we arrive rested and
relaxed.
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c H A p T E R 2

MAXIM
THERE'S A TIME AND PLACE

FOR EVERYTHING.

The problem with this homey homily is that neither
time nor place nor the people and circumstances that
occupy them are completely within our control.
Thinking they are - thinking we can control every-
thing - leads to frustration and insensitivity.
Commercially, our delusions of control are called

"time management" and include all kinds of products
with tiresome names like day-timers, Filofax, time-
extenders, and worst of all "Dayrunners."
Bad as all of these terms are, they're not as dangerous

or as subtly deceitful as their computer-age cliche
equivalent: "program your time."
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Time programming seems to imply th at time is like
some sort of quantifiable data that can be manipulated ,
exac tly and precisely located or stored, and used with
precision and total control.
The probl em is th at we don't live in a vacuum and

time is not ours.We move through it and while we have
some control over what we do with it , it also has con-
side rable control of us.
Of co urse we sho uld take an active role in how we

use our time and a deep intere st in where we are go ing .
But we sho uld be more realistic about wha t we can and
can' t program .

Early in my career I took the time-programming approach
to everything: work)[amity; even recreation. Two hours for
this) f ifteen minutes for that) all planned beforehand, all in
"control, ))
I wasfrustra ted quite cften (more accurately)my plans were

frustrated) which in turnfrustrated me). I was frequently irri-
tated that circumstances) and particularly other people didn't
alwaysgo alongwith what I hadprogrammed to happen. But
I assumed that these difficulties were occurring simply because
I had not yet peifected the science of time management.
I had a simple experience one week that started chang-

ing the direction of my thinking. I'd been too busy at the
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office to spend time with my six-year-old son,Josh, and I
was beginning tofeel guilty. Still, I'd found that guilt was
easily relieved, orat least postponed, if you haveagood day
planner. I just found a free evening a week from Tuesday
andpenciledJosh in.
Alas, when next Tuesday rolled around, a minor crisis at

the office kept me in the city late. But no problem, I hadn't
toldJosh ofmy plans anyway. I just crossed him off and put
him down again for Thursday.

VVhat I forgot was thatThursday was the last day of the
month. As I prepared to leave the office to "carry out my
goal"withJosh, the accountant rushed in with the monthly
reports. Oh, well, shiftJosh to the next Tuesday - at least
I was planning something, at least my heart was in the right
place.
The next Tuesday came and I did get away from work

early. I even stopped at the toy store andgot a model airplane
that we could work on together. I bounced enthusiastically
into the house and yelled forJosh. He didn't answer because
he was engrossed in aTVprogram. I said "[osh, come on-
I've got a model airplane, and we've got an hour to put it
together. " "Maybe later," he said. "I'vegot to see this show. "

We can't program our children. We can't program
other people.We can't program our circumstances. And
we can't program our time.
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What we can program is our attitudes. We can learn
to respect and to respond to the unexpected twists and
timings of the day. We can understand that there are
teaching moments when our children are asking for our
time and attention. We can realize that joy and insight
and opportunity all come in moments and that those
moments are not always convenient or pre-planned or
exactly where we would like them to be.
The new maxim is:

KNow WHEN THIS IS THE PLACE AND
NOW IS THE TIME.

Especially in terms of relationships, then and when are
important, but now is what really matters.
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c H A p T E R 3

MAXIM
You ARE WHAT YOU EAT (ORWEAR,

OR DRIVE, OR LIVE IN, OR DO)

The variations on this cliche are almost endless. We
judge each other and we judge ourselves far too much
by appearances, by "achievements," and by symbols of
status. "The clothes make the man." "Your car says a lot
about who you are." "You can't be better than you
look." "Your job (or your title, or your address, or your
resume) is your identity."
Nonsense.We know it's not true, but we behave and

respond and think as though it were.
We live in a world where we concern ourselves too

much with the"outer" and not enough with the "inner."
And the more judgmental and critical we become
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(both of others and of ourselves), the more we are led
into other related and equally untrue cliches such as
"W inning isn't everything, it's the only thing."

For decades, in connection with ourwriting, Linda and I
have lectured and spoken on goalsetting. Our whole
approach took a dramatic turn as a result of one presenta-
tion we madeon a winterweekend where wegot some very
interesting input andfeedback from an audience.
It was a two-part, two-day presentation, and at the end

of the day we asked everyone for a short list of three per-
sonalgoals they hadfor thefollowing year. That evening we
sat in front of a fireplace and went through over two-hun-
dred responses. As we did, something gradually became
apparent. All of thegoals had to do with things and with
accomplishing. None of them (with the exception of a few
diet or weight-loss objectives) had to do with becoming or
with feeling. They were goals about achievements, not
about relationships. They were about doing and getting,
but not about being.
The next dayweasked the audience to indicate, by a show

ofhands, which was most important to them, achievements or
relationships. The vote was unanimous infavor of relation-
ships. Then we asked which mattered most, outer appearances
or who a person really was inside - his character, his true
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nature. Everyone of course voted for the latter.
Then we pointed out that the goals they had listed had

more to do with achievements than with relationships, more
to do withgetting and doing than with being.
There were rebuttals that day. People said, ((J#ll, setting

goals is better suited to achievements than to relationships,"
and ((f,Vhat you do and 'what you have is what makes you
who you are." But everyone (including us) lift that day
thinking about how we could focus more of our tifort and
more of ourgoals on the things we all know mattermost.

It is possible to set goals that deal more with relation-
ships and with character. It's possible, but it is difficult. A
goal is "seeing" something the way you want it to be.
When someone wants to make $100,000 a year, he sees
himself in that circumstance and plots what he has to do
to get there.When someone has a goal to lose weight,
he sees himself thin and plans how to diet.
The same definition (and the same process) can apply

to relationship and character goals, although it may be
more qualitative and less quantitative.You can write a pri-
vate description of a relationship as you want it to be, and
that clear, written description can help you, even cause
you to say and do things that bring it about.You can also
write a description of the character and even the per-
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sonality traits you want to have within yourself and let
that mental picture become both a conscious and a sub-
conscious guide for what you do and how you act.

So what is the new maxim that will remind us to
judge and compete less, to think and work on relation-
ships at least as much as achievements and on substance
at least as hard as appearances?
Several useful and familiar sayings work in that direc-

tion. "Live and let live," "Win win," "Substance over
style."
But in this case the best maxim is the oldest - the

scriptural maxim that in slightly varying forms is a part
of virtually every religion and enduring philosophy:
"As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he."
For our new maxim let's adopt that ancient wisdom

and add to it the naturally linked priority on relation-
ships:

You ARE WHAT YOU THINK
ANDWHOM YOU LOVE.

We are not what we wear, or drive, or do, or eat. We
are what we think. It is our most inner part - our
thoughts - that we have the most opportunity to alter,
and that is the part that will make the most difference.
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c H A p T E R 4

MAXIM

LIVE FOR TODAY.

IF IT FEELS GOOD, DO IT.

It was a business associate who used to tell me that
this was his motto. And in the contex t that he meant it ,
it had a certain appeal and validi ty. H e was committed to
living only in th e pre sent, to enjoying th e moment.
The problem was he took it a step farthe r to whe re it

meant , "Don' t be bound by any conventio n or standard
or even by any consequence." His goal was pleasure,
which, by definition, made him selfish .
Too often in our society we are attracted to things

that sound new rath er than old, individualistic rathe r
than conforming, and exp erimental and exc iting rathe r
than traditional and time-tested .
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The problem is that many of us keep rediscovering
an age-old wheel of folly.We end up learning, by tria l
and error (and by pain) things that millions of others
have learned the same way and that philosophers, sages,
prophets, and God have told us all along.

There was an interesting incident in our lay church where
the congregation's leader (we call him a bishop) was a labor-
er by profession. He was sincere and dedicated but was nei-
ther educated nor articulate. One of the members in the
same church was a highly trained (and very expensive) psy-
chiatrist-therapist.
It so happened that several peoplefrom the church were

going to both the bishop and the therapist for advice and
counseling. Some of themfelt that they were getting more help
from the bishop, and they told the psychiatrist so. He was a
little professionally troubled by this, so he went to the bishop
and asked him what his secret was. vVhat methods or teach-
ings or counseling or therapy did he use which were so dfec-
tive in helping people to improve their mental and emotional
health?
The bishop took the question very seriously and gave a

typically blunt answer. ((VVell ... I just ask them questions
until I figure out which commandment they are breaking,
and then I tell them to stop it. ))
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The word commandment sounds so authoritative and
restrictive that we sometimes pull away and have the
instinct to rebel, to "do our own thing." Yet scriptural
commandments, for those who believe, are best
described as "loving counsel from a wise father" - pro-
found advice from a Supreme Being who wants us to be
happy and has outlined the best behavioral ways to be so.
The simple fact is that there are absolutes. There are

universal values that qualify as such through the collec-
tive human experience if not by their divine origin or
source. And living by these ageless standards does not
threaten or diminish our freedom, it expands it. There
are consequences for selfish, indulgent behavior, and the
consequences are usually in the form of limits - limit-
ed health, limited relationships, limited options and
potential - in short, limited freedom.

My business associate's philosophy of instant gratifi-
cation, living only for the present and doing whatever
felt good at the moment worked well on some very
important things, such as enjoying a pretty day or a cur-
rent conversation or on feeling grateful for an unex-
pected opportunity or a serendipitous circumstance.
But it worked terribly on things from the very tempo-
ral (credit cards and financial management) to the more
spiritual (character, empathy and conscience).
The problem with his motto is that it pitted the
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enjoyment of the present against the wisdom of the past
and the prudent planning of the future. It was a choice
of the one at the expense of the other two.
A Sanskrit poet saw things very differently. He

believed that the present should be well lived, but with
both the past and the future fully in mind: "Yesterday is
but a dream and tomorrow only a vision, but today, well
lived , makes every yesterday a dream of joy and every
tomorrow a vision of hope."

People who value the past, both for its memories and
for the wisdom ofits experience, tend to understand and
appreciate the present more and to have a clearer idea of
where they want their own future to go.And minds that
spend some time focused on the future usually have a
clear enough sense ofwhere they are going that they can
worry less about it and thus enjoy the present more.
The new maxim represents a paradigm that has always

been important - but never more so than today.

LIVE IN THE PAST, THE PRESENT,
AND THE FUTURE,

AND DO THE RIGHT THING.

In the long run, this is what feels good.
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MAXIM





N T E R M s s o N

The funny thing about some of our most familiar
cliches is that they are so outdated and meaningless that
new generations mix them up and unintentionally pro-
duce hilarious hybrids.
A young Boston chef is stirring a soup tureen, telling

his employer, "Spare the rod, spoil the broth." A San
Diego child who had been incautious with fire is hos-
pitalized with burns, and her young mother tells her,
"You've cooked your goose, now lie in it." A boy work-
ing in a Saint Louis zoo declares, "Monkey do, but you
can't make him drink it!"
An article in The New Republic cites a study in which

76 percent agreed with the statement that "it is impos-
sible to see the forest while the cat was away," and 86
percent accepted that "blood is thicker than the milk of
human kindness."
The same article suggests that some of the misquot-

ed adages may subconsciously reflect a more accurate
grasp of emerging political, social, and economic reali-
ties. Perhaps "a penny saved is worth two in the bush";
maybe "an empty barrel will keep the doctor away," and
who's to disagree if someone says, "There's more than
one way for every dog to do as the Romans do."
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The first fourteen chapters replaced some old cliches
on the subjects of attitudes, paradigms, and personal
management. The final twelve chapters provide new
maxims having more to do with priorities, relationships,
and families - about the things that are the most
important to us and the power we have to make them
more like we want them to be.
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PART TWO

O ldCliches
and NewMaxims

About
Priorities,

Relationships, and
Families





c H A p T E R 5

MAXIM
ALL YOU CAN DO IS ALL YOU CAN DO.

This cliche is often used as an antidote to other
cliches that seem unrealistic and create false hopes: "The
sky's the limit," "You can do anything you set your
mind to," and so on.
Indeed it is good to be realistic, and it can be depress-

ing and harmful always to expect more of ourselves
than we actually deliver. So we say, "All you can do is all
you can do."
Yet the things that inspire us most are instances and

situations when someone seems to go beyond their nat-
ural potential, rise above the expected level , beat the
odds.
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Most of us, at least in the small, personal, everyday
sense, believe in miracles . Love, loyalty, or other emo-
tions sometimes carry us beyond what we thought we
could do or feel. And in times of super-natural need,
most of us believe in the possibility of some form of
super-natural help.

I have a specialfriend who, over the years, has taught me
a great deal about the word synergism. He is a manage-
ment consultant and trainer, and I first heard him speak of
synergism in the business context. He defined the word as a
situation where the total isgreater than the sum of its parts,
where executives or employees, working well together and
compensating for one another's weaknesses, are able to
accomplish more together than the combination ofwhat they
could accomplish separately.
Later he taughtme that asgooda word as it was in busi-

ness, synergism had its most magical application in personal
and family life, where marriage partners, supporting and
complementing each other, rise to a higher realm; where chil-
dren feel a security and an identity bigger than themselves;
where family members, helping and encouraging each other,
grow and develop far beyond what they could do by them-
selves. In that context, synergism is the step we can take
toward allowing miracles into our lives.
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These are at least three types of synergism that allow
us to do more and become more than we otherwise
could:
1. PHYSICAL-MENTAL SYNERGISM . The mind and

the body can be renewed by each other. When our
minds are active , stimulated by new ideas, pulled out of
the rut of routine, we are physically renewed, we feel
more energy, and we are more resistant to disease . And
when we take care of our body - when we eat right
and exercise - our mind is quicker, sharper.
2. HUSBAND-WIFE SYNERGISM . Those who are

married have the opportunity to create a union in
which both partners, buoyed and lifted by each other,
go beyond what they could do on their own. Too often
we do the opposite. We compete with each other
instead of finding ways to complement each other, and
we think equality means doing the same things as each
other rather than analyzing our individual strengths and
weaknesses and figuring out who will play which roles
within the family and household.
3. DIVINE SYNERGISM. The most powerful form

of synergism and the instance when we can go farthest
beyond our own potential or capacity is when we draw
down into us a higher power and a greater insight.
People who learn to pray, to meditate, to center them-
selves and exercise faith discover how limited they are
by themselves and how unlimited they are with God.
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The deeper meaning of synergism is that by our-
selves we are limited, but that we can combine ourselves
in ways that expand these limits. Combinations within
ourselves, within our marriages, and within our spiritu-
allives can carry us beyond where we thought we could
be. The ultimate display of synergism is miracles.
People who acknowledge or admit "ceilings" too

readily take the excitement and possibility out of their
lives. People stop progressing in their careers as soon as
they say, "This is as far as I can get." People start to
decline physically as soon as they say, ' 'I'm over the hill."
And discouragement and boredom set in when we say,
"Well, realistically I'm never going to be what I once
thought I could."
When our thoughts are bounded by limits , we need

the simple new maxim:

BELIEVE IN MIRACLES.-
The key to rising above our "ceilings" is not some

kind of pseudo-pep talk or artificial "positive mental
attitude." It is working at creating synergism in our lives
and in our relationships. It is believing in something
beyond ourselves.
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c HAP T E R 6

MAXIM
LIVE TO WORK.

The Harvard Business School taught this one to me
- or at least the prevailing environment and attitudes
there did. I loved my time there and owe a lot to what
I learned. But the attitude of work as the central expe-
rience of life and as the end rather than the means to
other ends can be dangerous and damaging.
We've spoken already about the danger ofmaking our

work too big a part of our identity. But not doing so is
a particular challenge in a world where the first question
ofmost new conversations is, "What do you do?"

Is a job something we have or something we are?
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In earlier times there was a certain negative social sta-
tus attached to work. The lower your station, the more
you had to work. The higher your place, the less you
worked, the more you were able to enjoy leisure, or art,
or travel, or whatever was your fancy. It certainly is social
progress that in our more egalitarian society most every-
one works who can work, and the work we do is by and
large far more pleasant and fulfilling.

The question is whether some parts of our society
have gone too far in glorifYing work. Have careers been
made to seem so stylish by society that we willingly let
jobs consume us - giving up to them our time, our
leisure, our nonwork friends, our broader interest in the
world, and even our families?
I know people, and you do too, who make almost

unbelievable sacrifices for career ... without a second
thought. They not only put in incredible amounts of
time and energy, at the expense of almost everything
else, but they also pick up and move to an unknown (or
sometimes known but unpleasant) place, leaving family,
home, and a lifestyle they love (things you'd think they'd
fight for) at the whim of a transfer.
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My best friend in high school and college was a remark-
able case study of someone who went in the opposite direc-
tion. His name, like mine, was Richard, and he taught me
more than anyone else ever has about the art and enjoyment
ofliving. His early death was a deep wound to my soul and
left a void never quitefilled.
The words life and live had a meaning ofexcitement and

relish to Richard, almost like a premonition of thefact that
his life would be short and therefore must befull. Living, to
Richard, meant experimenting, experiencing, enjoying. It also
meant noticing and appreciating.
Money, to him, was something you needed a certain

amount of to live.And work was something you didfor just
long enough toget that money.
He would say, "Let's go!" and what he usually meantwas

"I'vegot enough to go toAcapulco, or toAlaska, or maybe
just to Las vegas." He traveled through Europe and other
places by working somewhere long enough to have themoney
togo to the next place. Long-term saving was a hard concept
for him, because moneywas to beused to do something orgo
somewhere - to learn and to enjoy - and sometimes to
give to whoever seemed to need it more than he did.
Richard got a little more "responsible" as he matured and

married. He became agifted landscape architect and cityplan-
nerand loved his work. ret he never lost hisperspective. W70rk
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was good if it allowed him to do what he wanted to do and
if it left him the resources and time to do the other things he
wanted and to care for what he valued. If work helped him
go where he wanted and let him be who he was, work was
good. If it pulled him in unnatural directions or tried to own
him, he dropped it or threw it out and looked elsewhere.

TMJrk was for Richard a tool. If it extended him, increased
his reach, his knowledge and power, served him and allowed
him to do what hefelt right about doing, then he valued the
tool and tookjoy in it. But if it tried to turn on him, if it
threatened to be the master rather than the servant, he hand-
ed it to someone else.

The president and CEO of a major, multinational
computer company gave a remarkable speech wherein
he described success as"nose prints on the window." He
explained that the best measure of real accomplishment
was how anxious your children are to see you when
you come home from work. The same sentiment was
expressed by a religious leader who said, "No other suc-
cess can compensate for failure in the home." Still
another said, "The most important work you will ever
do will be within the walls of your own home."
Work is an important part of life.And that is the very

point. Life is not a part of work.
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Traveling the rural roads of a western state one sum-
mer, I struck up a conversation with a young couple
who had ,just a year before, left central Los Angeles and
moved to a small mountain town. I asked them why.
Their story was so basic and their explanation so sim-
ple, yet it had enormous resonance.
"We just asked ourselves one day, 'Why are we here?'

We didn't like the schools; our streets weren't safe; none
ofour extended family was there; all we could afford was
a small rented apartment with no yard. The <>n/y reason
we were there was a job.We decided it was absurd to let
a job dictate our lifestyle and even our values .
"We decided to switch it around, to put our tift first

and let our jobs follow. We found a place where we
wanted to live, a place that was right for our children
and that would let us live the way we wanted.We make
half as much now, but we are at least twice as happy."
It's no mystery what the new maxim will be here.

Another simple turnaround:

WORKTO LIVE.
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c H A p T E R 7

MAXIM
I

LIVE BYYOUR LIST.

To see if you've fallen subj ect to this numbing
notion, just ask yourself a question: When was the last
time you did something that wasn't on your list, then
wrote it on so that you could cross it off? It seems like we
get our jollies these days by crossing things off our lists.
The danger of course is that the lists become our mas-
ters rather than our tools. The "have-to-dos" take over
our lives and keep us from any "choose-to-dos."
Studies show that the first conscious thought most of

us have when we wake up in the morning is What do I
have to do today?We make our lists and we go about it all
day like good soldiers (or good slaves).
Our lists seem to get longer and longer because our
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world grows more complex. The time management
salesm en of the world want us to use bigger planners -
with a space for every five minutes instead of one for
every hour.
Yet we somehow know that it is not more quantity

we need in our lives, it is more quality. We want more
joy and more choice in life, not just more activity or
more checks on our list.

A f ew years ago while still heavily into the "list mental-
uv" I found lIIyself on a family vacation in a place where
the phone wasn't working.. After a couple of days of frus-
tration at "not being able to get anything done," I made a
strong, conscious iffort to quit thinking about business, or the
office, or the niarleet, or anything (since I couldn't do much
about any of them) I decided instead to really enjo» 111)'

family and my vacation .
I still had a hard time with the list addiction . I didn'tfeel

right until I'd put something on papereach morning. So I still
made lists - but I found that the things I was writing were
now "choose-to-des" instead of "have-to-des. " I was listing
things like "talk: toJosh about his classes for next year,JJ or
"walk down the beach," or (1Jla), Monopoly with Talmadge
and N oah. JJ
I f elt so relaxed by the time that vacation was over that I
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resolved to keep putting some family needs and self-needs on
my daily lists.
But it didn't work.There were somany things to do, espe-

cially qfter being away for two weeks. I'd make my list each
day, and it was so long that I'dput offanyfamily orpersonal
notions to some other day.

The problem with a "things to do" list is revealed by
the first word - things. Check your own lists and you
will notice that they are made up mostly of things -
not many relationships, or ideas, or beauties, or rests, or
time to sit and think. The things crowd out the people,
the "have-to-des" dominate and leave no room for
"choose-to-dos."
Try something - not easy. Try resisting thinking

about what you have to do until after you have thought
for a few moments about the real priorities. Ask your-
self what you could do that day for family, or for
friends, or for self. Think about needs and opportunities
first, not about tasks and obligations. Decide on one
choose-to-do each day for family and one for yourself.
They need not be big or time-consuming - just some-
thing you thought about and decided to do, not because
you had to but because you wanted to. Then when you
make your list it will include the choose-to-des and will
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seem more like a light and useful tool than a dark and
oppressive master.
What we need in life is not more quantity but more

quality. The time is ours and so are the choices.The first
thing to do each day is to choose to do something for
yourself and for your family. And the new maxim is:

PUT CHOOSE-TO-DOS AHEAD OF
HAVE-TO-DOS.
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c H A p T E R 8

MAXIM
THE HOME SUPPORTS THE CAREER.

It's not an individual that says this one to us - it's
society! It is common to think about our work as the
mainstream of our lives, the home only as a feeding
tributary. The job becomes the place where our minds
and hearts are, the home just a place to rest up and
refuel. The career becomes our main base, the home
just an orbiting support system. If one spouse stays
home, it is to support the other spouse's career.
We hear questions commonly that are turned

around, backward, cart-before-the-horse, upside-down
questions such as, "How can I possibly have a child
without interrupting or upsetting my career?" Or,
"How can our marriage work when we both have such
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intense jobs?" Or, "Is there a way to start a real home or
family when work takes all my time and energy?"
It's well and good (and necessary) to seek ways to bal-

ance home and work, but isn't the order and phrasing of
these common questions a little contrary to life's true
priorities? Shouldn't we be asking, "How can I keep my
career without upsetting or compromising my family?"
And, "How can we manage both of our careers when
our marriage and relationship needs some time and
effort?" And, "How can I handle my work in a way that
gives me the time and energy I need for my family?"
What are the priorities here? And what are the

givens? Is work primary and family secondary? Is career
the goal and center of life and family merely the sup-
port and supplement? Does family just exist as some
kind of support system to make it more convenient to
work twelve hours a day? Are we married to our careers
and just loosely employed in our home?
The questions bear some thought, because ifwe leave

them unanswered with priorities unresolved, the win-
dow of time when we can do much with home and
family will quickly pass.

-
Early in my career as a management and political con-

sultant I was trying to service extra clients to build our busi-
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ness. For an extended period I had to be in Iowa one day a
week, Pennsylvania on another day each week, and San
Juan, Puerto Rico, on a third day each week.The time in
between was mostly spent traveling and trying to get back
into the office enough to open mail and "catch up."

VJi> hadthree small children, and Linda was staying home
full-time to take care of them and to support my career. J;Jlhen
we found the right support combination of help and schools,
she wouldget back toherowncareer asa musician and writer.

VJi> were trying to be creative, shaping ways that we could
have children without compromising ourprofessional goals.

VJi> had lots ofgoals, and virtually all of them were stated
(we had written them down) in terms of promotions, posi-
tions, gross income, and net worth.
About the only non-work-related reading I did in those

days (mostly on red-eye}lights when I couldn't sleep and had
already finished theWall Street Journal) was the work of
C. S. Lewis. I'd gotten hooked 01'1 Lewis in college when I
read his space trilogy and The Screwtape Letters. And
I still devoted some time every summer vacation to reading
his The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe and the
other Chronicles of Narnia to the children. I thought I
hada copy of everything he'd ever published.
One night on a late }light I stumbled onto a new C. S.

Lewis quote, one I'd not seen before and one that was to set
me thinking (and questioning myselj) in a direction that
would precipitate many changes.
Lewis said (straight to me it seemed), "The homemaker
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has the ultimate career.A ll other careers . . . existfor onepur-
pose ollly - and that is to support this ultimate career. "

Perh aps it was because I'd had a fru strating day and
was wo nde ring if any thing I did profession ally really
made any differen ce or had any real importance, or per-
haps it was just because I respected C . S. Lewi s too
much to ign ore anything he said. Whatever it was, I
began to realize on th at night that I was missing out on
the most real and most important parts of life. My kids
we re growing up witho ut me helping - or even noti c-
ing . My marriage was too often ignored .At worst I was
using something very precious to suppo rt some thing
very fleeting and temporary. At best I was wo rking to
suppo rt something th at I wasn' t very involved with.

We sometimes hear people say that they can' t have
children or take time for children be cause "My career is
at suc h a critical point" or ' 'I'm just at a stage right now
whe n my work needs all my time."
The fact is th at caree r needs are almos t always more

flexible than family ne eds. There is only a short "sea-
son" of our lives when we can have children , only a
briefseason whe n we are young with th em , only a small
time before we " turn aro und and th ey're go ne."
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If we acknowledge that what we do outside th e
home is to support what is inside our homes, if we
acknowledge the seasons of our lives and don 't neglect
or put off what can only happen now, and if we try to
think of ourselves not as principally a part of our com-
panies or our jobs but as a part of our famili es, th en our
work will have deeper purpose and our homes w ill
have more commitments and more security.
All we need do to turn the misleading clich e into a

useful maxim is turn it around:

CAREERS EXIST TO SUPPORT HOMES.
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C HAP T E R 9

MAXIM
SPARE THE ROD, SPOIL THE CHILD.

First of all thi s one was never valid and certainly
never wise. Its Bibli cal basis is metaphorical.
Children may become spoiled through a lack of any

discipline from their parents, but th e corporal, physical
punishment this cliche advocates was never nece ssary,
and if it can keep a child from becoming spoiled, it can
also keep him from feeling loved, from developing con-
fidence and freedom, and from reaching his full ability
and potential.
The implication of the cliche is that children are

trained the way animals are sometimes trained - not to
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do certain things because pain will be inflicted on them
if they do.
The main problem with most parental discipline, or

with parenting in general, is that it is aimed at training
children to behave in a particular way so that they will
be less trouble to us and more impressive to others.
Instead we need to learn that discipline should be a
means of teaching children correct principles and of
helping them to find and love their best selves.

In a large parenting seminarthat we were conducting} we
asked the audience to name some of the hardest aspects of
raising children - the things that bothered them most} that
they spent the most time being troubled by} that they would
like their children to change if they had one wave of a
magic wand.
Hands went up} and the predictable answers came out:

"Clean up after themselves," "Stop fighting and end sibling
rivalries ," "Accept responsibility for their tasks," "Obey me. )}

Vf{> talkedfor a time about various techniques andmeth-
ods for developing more obedience} better order, less fighting}
and so on.All seemed to agree that these ideas could make
their households less hectic and their children less bothersome.
Then we asked a very different question - not what

bothered or troubled them most in parenting but what the
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deepest danger was, the greatest mistake they could make
with the most lasting and serious consequences.
Two answers emerged: (a) a permanent or long-term loss

of communication - a breakdown of trust so that feelings
and needs were no longer shared; and (b) the breaking of a
child's fragile ego - the loss of his self-esteem or the thwart-
ing of itsgrowth.
Suddenly, right there in the meeting as we talked together

as parents, we realized we were on a new level. What mat-
tered most was not what worked best or what minimiz ed
inconvenience most. vVhat mattered mostwas love, how much
we shared and cared for each other, h01,(1 well we communi-
cated with each other, and how much self-esteem and indi-
vidual security our love could give to our children. VlIe real-
izedhow easy it is, sometimes, in our dforts to make children
less bothersome and better behaved, to damage their egos and
destroy relationships.
If ourquest for peifect order, obedience, manners, and no-

problem kids creates a constant barrage of correction and crit-
icism andfear-based discipline, we may win the battle and
lose the tvar. VlIe may have neat, quiet homes containing inse-
cure ego-damaged children.

Should we worry at all then about spoiling our chil-
dren? Yes! But children are never spoiled by too much
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praise. Many children may have strong wills, but they all
have fragile egos. Critical, insulting words; impatient,
harsh tones; and any kind of corporal punishment can
dent and damage these egos and can dampen and dim
trust and communication.
Children do need rules, limits, and correction - in

fact much of a child's security rests in knowing that his
parents care about him and that his life does have rules
and limits. But communication and self-esteem should
always be the highest priorities. Time must be taken to
talk about rules, to let the child help make them, to
explain that they spring from love, and that we have
them because children are important. And we must
work on our tone, our look, our words, our touch - to
see that they all build esteem rather than destroy ego.
It's hard to remember and hard to prioritize commu-

nication and the esteem of children when they seem to
get in the way of our own convenience or the way we'd
like things to work. It's hard, but a new maxim may
help:

LOSE THE ROD, FIND THE CHILD.
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In other words forget about convenience, military-
like neatness, and efficiency. Forget abo ut tryin g to
make your child fit some perfect system you have in
mind . Focus on the child inste ad - on who he is, w ha t
he needs, what he doe s well , and what he needs help
with. Build your system around him rath er than tryin g
to build him into your system .
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C H A p T E R 2 o

MAXIM
o

CHILDREN ARE LIKE LUMPS OF CLAY,

AND PARENTS ARE THE SCULPTORS.

I read this in a parenting book! And it was an impres-
sionable time for me because I had just become a par-
ent. The general message seemed to be that children are
so impressionable and pliable, especially in their early
years, that parents can mold or fashion them into what-
ever they choose.
This notion is not some bit of traditional wisdom that

has grown outdated and doesn't work anymore. It was
never accurate, never even remotely true. It must have
been born either out of ignorance and inexperience or
out of a gross lack of respect for the individuality of
children.
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Oh, it certainl y is true that children are impression-
able and adaptable. The attitudes and examples of par-
ents do have deep impact . And th ere is no qu estion
about th e en ormous capacity of small children to learn,
to assimilate, to adapt.They can learn to play th e violin
at two, to read at three, to do square root s at four.
But to say th ey are lumps of clay that can be molded

according to adult whims is to ignore th e most impor-
tant and most beautiful fact th at parents can understand
about th eir children - namely that th ey are each mar-
velo usly unique individuals po ssessing a particular set of
gifts, potentials, and attr ibutes that is th eir s alone and
unlike th at of any othe r!
The reason th e clay-molding metaph or is so danger-

ous is that so many parents have th e inclination to make
th eir children into th emselves - or into what th ey
w ish th ey had been .

VVlzen ourfi rst son was born, thefirst comment I remem-
ber making was something like, "Look at those hands!
He'll be palming a basketball by the time he's ten!"Aiew
weeks later I put a basketball in his crib because it seemed
more appropriate and more practical than a doll or stliffed
animal. He'll get comfortable with it, I thought. LittleJosh
didn't show much interest in the ball as the months passed,
but I kept tossing it back into the crib anyway.
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When Josh was three years old} we were living in
England} and I began to grow concerned that the future
NBA star was being culturally deprived - there weren't
any basketball games to take him to! Everyone played soc-
cer, which didn'tfit my grand design at all.
One morning a little ad in the London Times informed

me that the Harlem Globetrotters were coming to VVembley
Arena} across the city from where we lived. I called and got
two good seats and spent the next week trying topsycheJosh
upfor thegreat experience he would have.
I assumed he would love basketball because I assumed he

was a junior version ifme - a sort of new and improved
model of his dad} who would enjoy sports as much as I did
but ifcourse be much better at them than I had ever been!
Josh was impressed with the huge VVembley Arena and the

noise if the crowd. And when thegame started} he was very
attentive and quiet - almost absorbed, I thought. But
sometime midway through thefirst half I noticed that he was
not actually watching the game. He was looking above the
court} and his eyes were focused somewhere up in the air.
{(What are you looking at) son?"
"Thosenumbers, Dad - up on that big thing.TIle two

numbers on each side keep going up by twos, and the num-
ber in the middle keeps going down by one!"
Josh liked the scoreboard!
I remember thinking, during the second half, maybe this

boy is different from me. Maybe he'll have his own unique
set if interests and abilities. Maybe it's a mistake to try to
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tum him into what I was or I wanted to be.
That was the day I quit thinkingifJosh asa lump ifclay.
Today as a teenager Josh's room isfilled with computers

and quantitative software. He gives meprogramming lessons.
He sees a whole world ifdata and information and numbers
that is nearly invisible to me. Best of all, we admire and
appreciate each other because ifour differences.

What we need to do as parents is to watch and perceive
as closely as we can - and to find out as early as we can
who and what each of our children really is.They come
with their own particular and unique sets of attributes,
interests, gifts, and potentials, and the sooner we find
out what these are, the better we can help them maxi-
mize what they can become.
A new maxim can serve to remind us of how special

and unique each child is - and of how important it is
that we try to find the reality of what is there rather
than make it over into some preconception of our own.
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CHILDREN ARE LIKE SEEDLINGS,
AND PARENTS ARE THE GARDENERS.

Tiny seedlings often look the same - little green
shoots - but one is an oak tree, one an elm, one a wal-
nut tree, one a currant bush. No amount of manipula-
tion or grafting will transform one into another or
change their inner nature. The sooner we see who and
what they are, the sooner we can tailor our gardening
and nurturing to help them become the best of what
they actually can be.
Good gardeners know that every tree, every bush,

every flower is different, and caring gardeners watch
each plant and know its nature well enough to know
when to water, when to fertilize, when to prune.
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C HAP T E R 2

MAXIM
ABILITY IS THE KEY

TO SUCCESSFUL PARENTING.

If a cliche is something that society begins to accept
as traditional wisdom, then this has certainly become
one! Parenting wasn't even a word we used until a few
years ago, but now it's treated as a science, or an art, or
at least a set of sophisticated methods or techniques . If
you need to prove this to yourself, go into a bookstore
and find the child-care or parenting section. It will be
easy to find because it is a big section.You'll find books
on every conceivable aspect of child rearing, and virtu-
ally all of them carry a tone of expertise, of step-by-step
how-to, of technical ability that is intimidating.
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The more books you pick up and look through, the
more inadequate you feel. How can an ordinary person,
w itho ut a Ph.D. or years of psychiatric experience, po s-
sibly succeed at something so complex as parenting?

WIlen ourfirst child was born, I was agraduate student,
so I took the scholastic approach to parenting. I went down
to the used-book store and picked up every child-rearing
book whose author I had heard of I ended up with eleven
of them. My idea was to use spring break to speed-read the
books, discover the points on which experts agreed, and
adopt their consensus as my personal parenting philosophy.
Imagine my surprise when I discovered that they didn 't

agree on anything!Just when one author had wonme over to
a method or approach, I'd read an equally compelling contra-
diction from someone else. TIll'S "science" ifparenting, as it
turned out, wasn 't "exact" at all; there were as many differ-
ent opinions as there were writers.
TIle one good thing about the numerous points of dis-

agreement I found was that I gradually became less intimi-
dated. if the experts couldn 't agree with each other, then I was
under no obligation to agree with any if them. Besides, I
noticed a couple ifother disturbing things as I read. One was
that several if these experts were not actually parents them-
selves. TIley had learned all this from other people's kids.
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SOllie were praaiang psychologists or psychiatrists whose
main experience was withsick ortroubled kids.A nd the tone
many if the books was - as though parenting

were essentially a defense. (([fJohnny does this, yOIl do this,"
or "l] yOIl have this problem, try this response. "
1 decided I wanted to take the offensive rather than the

difellsive, and that while I might find some good general
advice hereand there, it wouldn 't allapply tomy kids. 1 think
the main thing 1gained throllgh the process was a healthy
skepticism ifparenting "techniques" and authorities. (1 even
chanced IIpon a definition of expert that said that all ((CX"
was a has-been, and a "spurt" was a drip under pressure.]

If methods, techniques, expe rtise, and ability are not
the keys to parenting, what is? Perhaps the answer is as
easy to come up with as it is difficult to apply.Think
about it.What do kids ne ed? They need to be listen ed
to, to be understood, to be valued. They need parents
who will take the time to show th em , teach th em, help
them, nurture them.They need to be made our priori-
ty, even when it is inconvenient.
They need the long-term commitments of quantity

time rather than the quick fixes of " quality time"
(which, by th e way, is another extremely overused and
counterproductive cliche).
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I'll always remember a particular family who lived
near us in northernVirginia. It was a large family, and the
father was a laborer who struggled constantly to provide
his family with the necessities. The mother worked part-
time, in addition to caring for several small children.
Despite their struggles there was a remarkable feeling of
respect and cooperation in their house, a feeling I great-
ly admired but never fully understood.
Several years later, as I finished a lecture at a universi-

ty, a young student came up and asked if I remembered
her. It turned out that she had been one of the young
children in that family. I took the opportunity to ask her
what secret her parents had discovered and why their
home had been so special and each child had turned out
so well. I was especially interested in her father. "What
did he do? What were his techniques?"
She smiled. "Come on - you remember my dad. He

didn't deal in techniques. I'll tell you what he did do,
though. He was always there for us. He never quit try-
ing. We could always tell that we were the most impor-
tant thing to him. I remember once, I was five or six
years old , when he came to my room to apologize for
blaming me for something I didn't do. I held his face in
my hands and said, "It's okay, Daddy. I can tell how hard
you're trying."
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This is the easiest of yesterday's cliches to turn into a
maxim that works today.We just add five letters to the
beginning:

AVAILABILITY IS THE KEY
TO SUCCESSFUL PARENTING.

The more we are there for our children, the longer
they'll be there for us.What they need isn't our exper-
tise, it's our attention.
Ability is not the key, availability is!
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c H A p T E R 2 2

MAXIM
I WANT TO HAVE IT ALL.

The unofficial motto of the feminist movement has
become a good general description of the most perva-
sive attitude ofour time."Having it all" has also become
a tiresome cliche, with implications of greed, stress, and
unrealistic expectations of ourselves.
Think about it. "Having it all" ignores the trade-offs,

choices, and priorities that have always been a part oflife.
The central problem with the attitude is that it focuses
on wants rather than needs.We want things because other
people have them.We want to do and to bewhat we per-
ceive those we envy to be doing and being.We want to
have it and do it and be it now.And all without much
reference to what we needor even to what would be best
for ourselves and for those around us.
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The old and he althy notion of delayed gratification is
not much in fashion these days."Saving up " or "waiting
for" or even " loo king forward to " are endangered
phrases, if not already extinc t.We buy it before we can
afford it, do it when we don't have time for it , go after
it even at th e expense of time and focus taken from
th ose we love and from things we can only do now.

I tuned in quite by chance to a late-night interview with
one of the leadingfeminists of the last decade. She was once
again a "current item" because she had recently, in herfor-
ties, given birth to herfi rst child.
TIle interviewer, in a cynical tone, was boring in, trying to

stir controversy or uncover inconsistency. "I'm going to read
you a quote," he said, "and I want you to see if you know
who said it: (Any woman with any brains and any guts
deserves to do something more important than staying home
with little kids.' Do you know who said that?"
TIu camera focused on the guest, who sat forward and

answered in a tone that mixed assurance and defiance. ((I said
it. Thank God I woke up bejore it was too late."
Without waiting for more questions (the interviewer had

lost his train of thought anyway), she went on to say that in
her rush and passion to do everything and be everything, she
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had almost literally forgotten to do what she now believed
was the most important thing ifall.
She talked in warm, mellow tones about how much her

child had changed her paradigm, how much joy she had
received, andhow little she needed some if the things she had
wanted so badly.
Then she rekindled her look of defiance and said some-

thing very powetju): "Look, I still want to have it all- I'IIC
just realized that I don't have to have it all at the same
time!"

There are seasons in life.There is a time, for most, to
have and raise children. There may be a time for public
service, times for travel, times for intense concentration
on career, times for education. And despite all sorts of
popular myths about the shortness, the scarcity, and the
"slipperiness" of time, the fact is that most normally
healthy people in the spring, the summer, or even the
fall of their lives have a lot of time. Learning to spend
that time on what matters rather than trading it for
things, for wants, for some illusive notion of having it
all, is the lesson and perhaps the objective of life.
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The opening cliche is not so bad - if it is modified
first by a definition of all that means "all that I need and
can use to contribute" and if we recognize that there is
a right time and season for things and that delayed grat-
ification is usually more of a joy than a sacrifice.
So - with those caveats - our new maxim:

HAVE IT ALL - BUT NOT ALL
AT THE SAME TIME.
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C HAP T E R 2 3

MAXIM
FAMILIARITY BREEDS CONTEMPT.

What does this one mean anyway? I've heard it all
my life to the point that its repetition gives it credibili-
ty. I asked one friend what he thought it meant, and he
said, "There are two things you should never watch
being made - hot dogs and laws ." His point was that
the actuality behind some things ruins any illusions we
have of their purity. When we get to know things or
people, we see their faults , their imperfections, and sup-
posedly we begin to despise them or hold them in con-
tempt.
But is it really so?
Or is the opposite closer to the truth? Isn't it nearly
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impossible not to care for something or someone we
really know? When we know someone, "warts and all,"
don't we inevitably develop an empathy, a concern, a
caring? Isn 't it a lack of interest, a lack of understanding,
that breeds suspicion, enmity, and disdain?
The problem with this old cliche is that it gives a

kind of sanction to the deterioration of a relationship.
M arriages end in divorce because we "get to know each
other too well." We move too often and fail to put
down root s because we 're " tired of the same old place."
T he grass is always greener on the other side of the
fence (to use a closely related cliche) , because we're
unsatisfied w ith the famili ar.

As a college student I worked one summer as an intern
f or a U S. senator in Washington, D. C. In an effort to save
money while driving back west to school in thefall, I adver-
tised on the intern bulletin boardfor a passenger to share the
trip with me. The night bejore I was to leave, I got a call
from someone who introduced herselfas Kathy and said she
was headedfor Colorado and would love a ride. I told her
I was in a hurry and wanted to drive straight through, and
she said she had no problem with that. She sounded pleas-
ant and enthusiastic (even attractive, I imagined) so I agreed
to pick her up the next morning.
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The best way to explain what happened the next morn-
ing is bluntly. Kathy weighed three hundred pounds. She
had nothing with her but a huge tattered foot locker (we
were forced to tie the trunk lid partially closed to accommo-
date it) and a big paper bag full of bananas. She was not a
Senate intern but had noticed my card on the bulletin board
one day while she was roaming around ((trying to get a
glimpse ofTeddy Kennedy."And she was not returning to
school, she just wanted to see Colorado because she had
"heard it was pretty. ))
Itgets worse. She ate bananas nonstop, tossing the yellow

peels nonchalantly over her shoulder into the back seat. She
hadan opinion on everything, always negative, including my
car, my driving, the broken air-conditioning, and the humid
weather. /ijier five or six hours I said I was getting a little
sleepy and asked her if she'd take a turn at the wheel. "Oh,
I don't drive," she said. I was flabbergasted. "How will we
drive straight through?" I asked. "I'm really good at keeping
people awake," she answered.
The third timewe stopped forgas, I asked herifshemight

want to pay this time. I almost expected the answer I got,
"Cih, I don't have any money!"
I'll spare you the rest of the details. The point is that the

trip tookforty-two hours and that unfamiliarity bred con-
tempt that was gradually dissolved by familiarity. Since
there was nothing to do but talk (and it did keep me awake),
wegradually got acquainted. Her bizarre habits and appear-
ance were easier to understand as I came to know herpast
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- orphaned, raised in poverty by an elderly grandmother,
trying now tofind a place where she could escape her past
and startfresh . There was an interesting, refreshing candor
about her, nopretense, no ax togrind.Mter I got pastjudg-
ing herand resenting the situation - and started listening
because there was nothing better to do - Ifound myselflik-
ing her.

As with so many of these old cliches, the problem is
that accepting it causes negative or counterproductive
behavior. Ifwe believe that familiarity breeds contempt,
it can cause us to "keep our distance," to hold ourselves
back from really knowing others or fully revealing our-
selves.
What we need in the world, and what most of us

need in our individual lives, is not more facades or more
isolation but more openness, more candor, more of
being ourselves and sharing ourselves, more of saying
and less of leaving things unsaid (see next chapter).

Commitment is a word that seems to go in and out of
fashion.Avoiding it, we sometimes tell ourselves, gives us
freedom and autonomy. But in fact the only guarantees
of no commitments are loneliness and purposelessness.
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It is commitment that gives us strength and vision, and
commitment makes us unafraid of familiarity.
The reason nearly half of today's marriages end in

divorce is that we have let ourselves become wary of a
good marriage's two necessities: commitment and famil-
iarity. In the security of a total commitment, a complete
sharing and total familiarity can develop that breeds
empathy, understanding, and love.
The new maxim:

COMMITMENT IS WHAT ALLOWS
FAMILIARITY WITHOUT CONTEMPT.
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C H A P T E R 2 4

MAXIM
SOMETHINGS ARE BETTER

LEFT UNSAID.

My grandmother again! And again, she was right in
some circumstances and in some relationships. There
certainly are times to hold our tongues, to agree to dis-
agree, to avoid criticism and conflict. Even Thumper
knew that (one of Grandmother's favorites) and shared
his knowledge with Bambi: "If you can't say sumthin'
nice, don't say any thin' at all."
So what's the problem?
The problem is communication. Way too much goes

unsaid these days.Way too many feelings get bottled up.
Way too many marriages and other important relation-
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ships turn stale or ugly or simply end because too much
is left unsaid .

Conside r, as an extreme example, th e sto ry ofAlf and
Anna from th e old country. Anna said , "Alf, we're mar-
ried twenty- five years now and you never tell me you
love me."AnswersAlf,"Anna, I told you I loved you the
day we we re married. If anything changes, I'll let you
kn ow! "
It 's not only th e po sitive things that we need to say,

it's th e concerns, th e fru strations , th e hurts, and th e feel-
ings that need to ge t out, get aired, get communicated,
get understood.

My wife, Linda, grew up with two marvelous parents
who resembledA lf andA nna.Actually they both resembled
Alf Herfatherwas a quiet, stoicman who worked hard and
had deep loyalties but who showed his affections more
through a twinkle in his eye than through anything he ever
said. Her mother is a delighiful, energetic woman who, in
her eighties, still goes bowling twice a week and occasional-
ly plays volleyball, but still keeps most feelings to herself
Linda remembers from her childhood that when hermoth-

erfelt a little anger orfrustration with herfather, she had the
habit ofgoing into the kitchen and slamming the knife-and-
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fork drawer a couple of times. TIle metallic crashing sound was
both therapeutic and slightly symbolic <ifhow her insides felt.
I observed some <if these "silent techniques" in Linda's par-

ents while we were dating, and we committed ourselves to
more openness and to the sharing of feelings. U!e would
always say it, good or bad, positive or negative, so long as it
was honest. All <if this committing makes one certain day
about two weeks eifter our wedding particularly memorable
(and illustrative <ifhow hard it is to change things that we've
grown up with).
Sitting in the tiny living room /bedroom <if our student

housing apartment, I did something that made Linda very
angry and upset. Her face turned red and her eyes looked
daggers in my direction, but she said nothing. Instead shegot
up, strode into the kitchen, and slammed the knife-andlork
drawer as hard as she could.

Hopefully in each of our marriages and families the
goal is unity - even "oneness." Yet there can't be true
oneness when there are hidden feelings or secrets. The
question in this context is not whether we should
express our feelings - we should. The question is how
and when.
"When" is not always at the moment you feel the

most upset, and "how" is not always with the first words
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that come to mind, but expressing feelings - getting
them out - is a must within a marriage.

There is something remarkably powerful and surpris-
ingly secure about a relationship in which everything is
shared and nothing is hidden. Such a relationship
requires real commitment and love, and it unfolds and
opens with the goal of becoming one, even as you hold
on to individuality. When this happens, our lives begin
to feel a completion that is impossible in any other way.
The new maxim sounds a little ghoulish - a little

like Halloween - but most married couples who think
about it know that it is true:

UNEXPRESSED FEELINGS NEVER DIE,
THEY JUST GET BURIED AND COME
FORTH LATER IN UGLIER FORMS.
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C HAP T E R 2 5

MAXIM

LOVE MEANS YOU NEVER HAVE TO SAY

YOU'RE SORRY.

This cliche came from (or at least was popularized)
by the movie Love Story.Then it was made into a song
and really worked itself into our consciousness.
What does it mean anyway? It seems to me that the

more in love you are and the more intense your love
and emotions are, the more you may need to say you're
sorry. And what's so bad about saying you're sorry? I
like the other lovers' cliche that says, "The best part of
fighting is that it's so much fun to make up ."
The ideal marriage is not some antiseptic alliance in

which people understand and empathize so perfectly and
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become so identical to each other that they never dis-
agree, never get angry, never have to apologize. A con-
flict-free, apology-free marriage, if you'll forgive a com-
parison almost as trite as some of the cliches, would be as
boring (and eventually as dead) as endless , perfect sunny
weather with never a wind or a raindrop or a storm.

There was a marvelous ninety-two-year-old gentleman
who used to go to church where we do. One Sunday, in a
classroom setting, someone asked him how he had lived so
long- the secret <ifhis longevity. He thought for a moment
and then started telling us an incident from early in his
marriage. Because he was hard <if hearing, we thought he
had missed the question. But he went on:

((Vllcly back seventy years ago whenmy wifeand Igot mar-
ried," he said, "wepledged to each other that we would never
fight orargue within the walls <ifourhome. "He paused with
a twinkle in his eye before continuing. "That's why we've
lived so long - we've spent so much time in the out of
doors. "
Not long after that I happened to sit next to a marriage

counselor on a plane. He'd been in practice for more than
thirty years. I asked him if he'd run into any confl ict-free
marriages. "Sure,"he said, "lots <if them.They allfit into one
<if three categories: marriages where one spouse is dead; mar-
riages where onespouse is completely dominant and the other
is a total doormat; and marriages <if convenience where the
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two parties have 50 little to do with each other that they
neverconflict. "

The marital challenge lies not in forever ending co n-
flict but in learning to resolve differen ces in ways th at
build and benefit rather than hurt and harm.
And it's not the end of th e world if your chi ldren see

you disagree - so long as you also let th em see you
resolve and work things out. Kids who grow up wi th-
out ever seeing a conflict between th eir parents wi ll
have unrealistic expectations of th eir own marriages.
Int erestingly, the four things we most need to com-

municate about as marriage partners are also the four
areas where conflict or argument most often occurs:
child rearing, money, sex, and goals or aspiratio ns. In all
four areas communication, even w ith a lot of bumpy
disagreement and resolution, is far better th an noncom-
munication.

There are two very basic "communication adjust-
ments" that are particularly useful in disagreements in
any of the four areas. (1) Start sentences wi th " I feel"
instead ofwith "You are." It's harder to hurt and easier to
understand when you start with " I feel." (2) Paraphrase
and repeat what the other person said before making
your point.When we argue we 're too often just th inking
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of what we're going to say next - and we don't listen.
Ifyou have to repeat the other person's point before you
make your next point, you'll listen and understand more
and short-circuit many arguments.-At least as important as how we say the negative
things is that we don't forget to say the positive things.
A good way to do both is to have a short "partnership
meeting" once a week.Try a "feelings expression" where
each of you takes a few minutes to tell each other how
you feel ... about each other, about the children, about
the past week. In that few minutes the negative feelings
or times you've felt hurt or offended can also come out
- in a way that has a good chance of being understood
and of not being bitter or hurtful.
This weekly "clearing of the air" is more practical

than a couple of other old cliches: "Never let the sun
set on a disagreement," or "Never go to bed angry,"
both of which can keep people up all night.
So again the new maxim is a reversal of the old cliche :-LOVE MEANS SAYING "I'M SORRY" AS
OFTEN AS NECESSARY AND "I LOVE
YOU"AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE.
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c H A p T E R 2 6

MAXIM
HE WHO DIES WITH THE

MOST TOYS WINS.

A popular bumper sticker? Or a penetrating, one-
sentence summary of current Western society?
"More is better."
"Bigger is better."
"Money is how we keep score."
The problem is that "more" becomes an end in itself

rather than the means to some other end. We are ob-
sessesed with more, and it's not a new phenomenon.
Bertrand Russell warned us that "it is the preoccupa-

tion with possessions, more than any other thing, that
keeps man from living freely and nobly."
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And maybe e. e. cummings said it even better:"More,
Inore, more, more. My hell, what are we all, morticians?"
It's easy to blame our "morishness" on our society

and its institutions. A friend of mine, who is a senior
vice president of one of NewYork's largest ad agencies,
is remarkably candid in defining his own profession.
"Advertising," he said, "is the finely honed art of getting
people to think they need what they really only want."

Everyone should have afavorite bookstore. To go in and
browse once in a while is not only pleasant, it is a quick
update on trends,fads, and directions.
Lately I see a lot on simplifying andgetting back to basics.

These are always popular subjects, but they do better at cer-
tain times than at others.
I have a favorite bookseller in my favorite bookstore, and

he told me the other day thatThoreau is selling again. ((You
can chart society by Thoreau," he said. ((When he starts to
sell, you know we're getting tired ifmaterialism and thefast
lane. 171e last timeThoreau sold was in the sixties. "
I realized as he said it that the last time I had read

Thoreau was in the sixties. I carriedWalden around with me
for two years. I even drove out to Walden Pond several times
while I was a student in Boston, wanting tofeel as much if
the writer's wisdom as I possibly could.
My friend the bookseller said, "Here's a new edition ifhis
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collected works," and scurried off to help another customer. I
let itfall open, andThoreau was talking about how the land
hesurveyed was more "his" than it was the man whoowned
it - because he saw and appreciated and took pleasure
from the land.
I thumbed the book at random to another spot and read,

"Our life is frittered away by detail, simplify! Simplify!
Simplify!
I let itfall open again, andThoreau was comparing own-

ing a farm to being in jail - the encumbering, enslaving
aspects ifownership.
The lunch hourwas over, but as I put the book down, I

wondered if I should go back to work.

The world, and particularlyWestern society, is afflict-
ed with an erroneous notion called"ownership."
Our perceptions of ownership are wrong in two

ways. First they are wrong because they are inaccurate.
What we say we own actually just passes through our
hands for a time. It really belongs to nature or to God,
depending on your perception. We have our "posses-
sions" just for a period, so stewardship is actually a more
accurate term than ownership.
The second wayan ownership mentality is wrong is

that it is morally wrong - or at least it leads to thoughts
and to acts that often are. In the ownership mode every-
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one has more or less of something than we do, so there
is envy, jealousy, or covetousness on the one hand or
pride and condescension on the other.
And when we begin to think we own our children,

or our talents, or even our bodies, rather than perceiving
them as gifts from God, we tend to value them less and
to use them ever more selfishly.

Stewardship is a wonderful concept. It implies caring
and responsibility without pride or envy. The best par-
ents I know think of themselves as stewards over incred-
ibly precious and ultimately independent children. The
happiest people I know are the ones who are really
grateful for what they have but are not attached to
things or preoccupied with having more.
The cliche that opened the chapter is often meant to

be funny. But its practice seldom is. In actuality he who
dies with the most toys (or the most money) probably
stands the best chance of his children or descendants
fighting over them.
A steward doesn't necessarily want more. He wants to

do his best with what he has. He wants more quality in
his life rather than more quantity.

THINK STEWARDSHIP, NOT OWNERSHIP.
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MAXIM





N s u M M A R Y

Here's a look at the complete list. Twenty-six old
cliches that we ought to toss out and twenty-six new
maxims to help our attitudes and approaches fit better
with both the realities and the opportunities of today.
To have much effect, each new maxim needs to be

worked on a bit. It needs to be worked into the subcon-
scious so that it begins to influence how we think and
act. It's hard to do this with all twenty-six at once. A sug-
gestion: Read through the list and pick the old cliches
that you think you are subject to, then work on the new
maxims that replace them.
To help you do that, let 's summarize wi th a parallel list

of the twenty-six old and th e twenty-six new.
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P A R T O N E

Old Cliches and N ew MaximsAbout Attitudes,
Paradigms, and Personal Management.

CHAPTER THE OLD CLICHE

If a thing is worth
doing, it's worth
doing well.

THE NEW MAXIM

If a thing is just barely
worth doing, then just
barely do it.

2 Never put off until Always pu t off a "put-
tomorrow what you can offable" in favor of a
do today. now or never.

3

4

5

6

7

Work before play.

Don't just sit there,
do something!

Get serious!

Act , don 't re-act.

Hurry up.
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Stale work is renewed
by fresh play.

Don' t just do
some thing, sit there.

The reason ange ls can
fly is that th ey have
learn ed to take them-
selves lightl y.

Act and respond.

Seek th e spee d of
go ing slow.



CHAPTER THE OLD CLICHE THE NEW MAXIM

8 Plan your work and Be firm on th e goa l,

work your plan. but flexible on th e plan.

9 A change is as good as Nothing is as good (or
a rest. as necessary) as real rest.

10 You made your bed , Get out of your bed
now lie in it. before it gets too com-

fortable.

11 Keep your no se to th e Enjoy th e j ourney.
grindstone.

12 There's a time and place Know when this is th e
for everything. place and rlOW is th e

tim e.

13 You are what you eat You are what you think
(or wear, or drive, or live and whom you love.
in, or do).

14 Live for today. If it feels Live in th e past, th e
good, do it. present, and th e future,

and do th e right thing.
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PART TWO

Old Cliches and N ew Maxims About Priorities,
Relationships, and Families.

CHAPTER THE OLD CLICHE THE NEW MAXIM

15 All you can do is all you Believe in mir acles.
can do.

16

17

18

19

20

Live to work.

Live by your list.

The home supports the
career.

Spare the rod , spoil the
child.

Children are like lumps
of clay, and parents are
the sculpto rs.
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Work to live.

Put choose- to-dos
ahead of have-t o-d os.

Careers exist to support
homes.

Lose the rod , find the
child.

Children are like
seedlings and parents are
the gardene rs.



CHAPTER THE OLD CLICHE THE NEW MAXIM

21 Ability is the key to sue- Availability is th e key to
cessful parenting. successful parenting.

22

23

24

25

26

I want to have it all.

Familiarity breeds con-
tempt.

Some things are bett er
left unsaid.

Love means you never
have to you're sor ry.

H e who dies with the
mo st toys wins.
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Have it all - but not
all at the same time.

Commitment is what
allows familiari ty with-
out contempt.

Unexpressed feelings
never die, they just get
buried and come forth
later in uglier forms.

Love means saying ''I'm
sorry" as often as neces-
sary and" I love you" as
often as possible.

Think stewardship, not
ownership.
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E p L o G u E

As I look back over these twenty-six new maxims, it
occurs to me that they all relate in some way to priori-
tizing and balance.They also seem to embody the fol-
lowing four principles:
• Honor relationships over achievements
• Select quality over quantity
• Value " choose- to-des" over "have-to-des"
• Believe in spontaneity as much as structure

It's not that achievements, quantity, have-to-des, and
structure are unimportant. It's just that they get too
much attention in our competitive, list-oriented, mate-
rialistic world. Each of the new maxims, in its own way,
says something about balancing life by moving quality,
spontaneity, relationships, and choose-to-dos up into
parity and perhaps ahead of their counterparts.
May we internalize these principles. May we exercise

and implement the new maxims. May we enjoy life
more and live it more fully.

- Richard Eyre
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FOLLOW U P
Joining HOl\!lEBASE and gett ing "Lijebalance"

Believe it or not, there is a whole group of busy,
overcommitted people who are already very involved in
seeking the more balanced, more quality-oriented
lifestyle suggested by the twenty-six new maxims.
The worldwide co-op S.j.S. HOMEBASE includes

over fifty thousand parents who receive monthly mate-
rials on family and quality-oriented lifestyles and
"Lifebalance" and who often form small neighborhood
groups with other HOMEBASE members to assist one
another with family objectives and the cultivation of
more productive, less stressful attitudes.
To receive a free HOMEBASE membership catalog

and explanatory audiotape, please call (801) 581-0112
or send in the card on the facing page.
By the way, when you call or write, tell us about any

other old cliches that bother you or seem outdated or
inconsistent with how we live and what we need today.
Help us out with the second volume of maxims.
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ABO U T THE AU T H O R

Richard Eyre's life illustrates a movement from cliches
to maxims.
A Harvard MBA, he founded three companies, held

two White House appointments, ran for governor,
believed most of the cliches, and thought maybe he
could change the world a bit through achievements in
the public and private sectors.
Today he spends more time with his children, hosts a

national TV show called Families Are Forever with his
wife Linda, believes the maxims, works to promote vol-
unteerism, and thinks maybe the world and its values
can be saved ... one family at a time.
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Inspiration

In his wise, witty, and down-to-earth style, Richard Eyre challenges the
"wisdom of the ages." With an eye on changing circumstances, situa-
tion s, and options in our soc iety, he reshapes common cli ches into
inspiring thought s relevant to the way we live now.

Through entertaining anecdotes and profound insights into human
nature, Richard helps you move from outdated, often guilt-Inducing
assumptions to new, liberating, and energizing attitudes:

"If a thing is worth doing, it's worth doing well."
, to

"If a thing is just barely worth doing, then just barely do it."

"Never put off until tomorrow that which you can do today."
to

"Always put off a put-off-able in favor of a now-or-never."

"Get serious ."
to

"The reason angels can fly is that they take themselves lightly."

For people fonnulating New Year's resolution s, for parents looking for
contemporary ways to guide their children, and for anyone trying to cope
with life today, Richard's maxims are a great place to begin.
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